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ABSTRACT

This research studied international tourists’ and stakeholders’ 
expectations of the monastery, tour guides’ competency and ability, the monastery 
tour guides’ real competency and ability in the present time, the monastery tour 
guides,  competency and ability which should be developed, and guidelines of 
developing competency and ability of the monastery tour guides. The sample 
groups were 100 international tourists in the Asian region, who visited 
monasteries in Bangkok and 15 stakeholders. Data were collected by using the 
questionnaire with international tourists and the interview guide with 
stakeholders. The data wereanalyzed by using Frequency, Percentage, Mean, and 
Standard Deviation.

The results revealed that the sample groups had the most expectations of
the monastery tour guides’ competency and ability of human relation, knowledge,
guiding, and problem solving. Stakeholders had similar expectations of the 
competency and ability of the monastery tour guides. Both sample groups thought
that the monastery tour guides in the present time have considerable abilities of 
human relation, knowledge, guiding, and problem solving. Their expectations of 
the monastery tour guides’ 4 aspect competency and ability were higher than     
the monastery tour guides’ real competency and ability in the present time.

The monastery tour guides should improve and develop competency and 
ability in every aspect. As for the recommendations of this research, the related 
agency should provide the training for instilling conscience, issue the measures 
which stimulate tourist guides to seek more knowledge at all times, provide more 
curriculums which emphasize on the job training, and provide more training in 
foreign languages which are required by the tourism market. Furthermore, further 
research should use a large sample size in different groups of tourists and design 
more foreign language questionnaires suitable for such sample groups.
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    TOUR GUIDES
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บทคัดยอ
การศึกษาครั้งนี้เปนการศึกษาความคาดหวังของนักทองเที่ยวชาวตางประเทศและ

กลุมภาคีที่เกี่ยวของที่มีตอทักษะของมัคคุเทศกนํ าเที่ยววัด ศึกษาทักษะที่เปนจริงในปจจุบัน
และทักษะที่ควรพัฒนาของมัคคุเทศกนํ าเที่ยววัด รวมทั้งแนวทางในการพัฒนาทักษะมัคคุเทศก
นํ  าเที่ยววัด  กลุ มตัวอย างเป นนักท องเที่ยวชาวเอเชีย  ซึ่ง เข ามาท องเที่ยววัดในเขต
กรุงเทพมหานคร จํ านวน 100 คน และกลุมภาคีที่เกี่ยวของ จํ านวน 15 คน โดยใชแบบสอบถาม
สํ าหรับกลุมนักทองเที่ยวชาวตางประเทศ และใชการสัมภาษณสํ าหรับกลุมภาคีที่เกี่ยวของ ซึ่ง
วิเคราะหโดยใชวิธีแจกแจงความถี่ คารอยละ คาเฉลี่ย และสวนเบี่ยงเบนมาตรฐาน

ผลการศึกษาพบวากลุ มตัวอยางมีความคาดหวังระดับมากที่สุดตอทักษะของ
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ทักษะที่มัคคุเทศกนํ าเที่ยววัดควรไดรับการปรับปรุงและพัฒนาใหดียิ่งขึ้นมีทั้ง 4 ดาน
ขอเสนอแนะจากการวจิยัครัง้นีส้รปุไดวาควรมีการปลูกจิตสํ านึก สรางมาตรการที่กระตุนให
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1  Background and significance of the problem

At present, it is acceptable that our world is in the globalization era which 

causes more aggressive competition on businesses in several regions. This shows that 

most concepts of various countries in the free world or capitalistic world where there 

is the centre in the western countries focus on development. Such countries use 

developmental strategies to maintain economic, political, and military power and 

influence of the capitalistic world (Prayad Hongthongkham, 1976: 1). So, changes in 

developmental concept of the western countries unavoidably influence developmental 

methods of developing countries and underdeveloped countries. Thailand which is a 

small country in the world is also under such condition. When there are changes in 

developmental concepts or strategies, developmental models or strategies have to be 

also changed to be consistent with new strategies. At present, developmental 

strategies of the capitalistic world emphasise sustainable development.

However, the economic adaptation and the rapid changes in technologies 

cause economic decline in Thailand in 1997. during such period, the tourism industry 

in Thailand does not face any problem. Thailand has become the leading country on 

the tourism industry by being one of twenty popular tourist attractions of the world 

since 1990. in 2003, Thailand ranks third in the Asia – Pacific region after China and 

Hong Kong (The situation, 2004 [online] Available: http://www2.tat.or.th/stat/web/ 

static_ index.php?IndID=5, [2004, July 15]). Therefore, Thai tourism in the present 

time is increasingly growing. This is because Thailand has enough preparedness to 

well carry tourism such as several tourism resources on nature, architecture, ancient 

place, ancient object, and culture and tradition of Thai people. Such things attract 

tourists to visit Thailand. Moreover, Thai tourists are increasingly interested in 

domestic tourism. According to the information, 10.80 millions of international 
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tourists visit Thailand in 2002 (Increasing by 7.33%). Their average staying day is 

7.98 days (Increasing from 2001 by 0.05 day). Their average daily expenses are 3,754 

baht per person (Increasing by 0.16%). This creates the total tourism income at the 

amount of 323,484 million baht (Increasing by 8.17%). According to the fore cast 

trend visit Thailand. Such trend is better than the world tourism trend. Tourists change 

the travel models by more frequently traveling with decreasing time and expenses. 

Moreover, 61.82 millions times of Thai people tour in the country in 2002. This 

creates the income at the amount of 235,337 million baht (Increasing by 5.19%). After 

comparing with Thai people’s travel to other countries, It was found that Thailand 

receives very high tourism balance. Number of international tourists visiting Thailand 

is more than number of Thai people visiting the foreign countries for 5 times (10.80 

million people: 2.25 million people) (Target of Tourism in Thailand 1996-2005, 2004 

[online] Available: http://www2.tat.or.th/stat/web/static_index.php, [2004, July 15]). 

This creates direct and indirect employment of 3.42 million people or 11% of all 

labour force. Moreover, it is forecast that there will be expansion of Thai tourism 

income by 7.2% per year during 2000-2010. Number of international tourists will 

increase by 7.5% per year. The ratio of Gross Domestic Products of the tourism 

industry and other related fields will be 12.7% of total Gross Domestic Products of 

the country in 2010. This will create direct and indirect employment of 4.8 million 

people or 13% of total labour force of the country (World Travel and Tourist Council, 

1998 cited by the Research Institute for Development of Thailand, 2000: 2-13).

Thailand has a lot of good cultures and traditions. As Thailand has been the

Buddhist Land for over 700 years since Sukhothai Kingdom, Ayuthaya Kingdom,

Thonburi Kingdom, and Rattanakosin Kingdom; in the present time, there are a lot of

monasteries in Thailand. In the past, the monastery is very important to the Thai

society because it is the centre of the society. It is the place for giving education and,

providing medical treatment and entertainment, and to be the mental centre of people

in the society. Therefore, the monastery always has ties with Thai people. It is the

playground, school, the place where young men and women can meet and talk when

there are various traditional festivals. While, old people go to the monastery to listen

to the sermons. The monastery is a religious place used in performing the Buddhist

rituals. There are several important places in the monastery such as ordination hall,
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viharn, pagoda, preaching hall, monk’s residence, bell tower, and so on apart from

having religious significance, such place shows beautiful cultural arts of Thailand

because it is the centre of Thai arts in various aspects such as architecture, sculpture,

painting, and so on these things have the values as the national cultural heritage and

the values on academic aspects and archaeological research. Moreover, they have

economic values both in the local level and the national level by creating income

deriving from international tourists traveling to visit the valuable civilized sources of

the country. Moreover, the historical attracts tourists who are fascinated in the beauty

of architecture, painting, and handicraft arts to visit the monastery. And such place

becomes an interesting tourist attraction as well as natural tourist attractions,

especially Bangkok where there is the centre of prosperity on trading, commerce,

industry, and services of the country. At present, it is widely accepted that Bangkok is

the heart of the country and is the capital of Rattanakosin Kingdom where there is

dissemination of tradition, way of life, cultural arts, palaces, and various monasteries

which continuously show civilized prosperity for over 220 years and can attract

tourists. It may be said that Bangkok is the important selling point for tourism in

Thailand and is the popular city of people who want to experience Thai people’s

history and culture.

Due to the goal for competition and development of economy, realization of

the significance on human resource development clearly increases. As for the writings

of domestic and foreign academicians, e.g. Gary Dessler (1998 cited by Sukanlaya

kansombat, 2000: 7-8) says that human resource development is an effort to improve

the present or future working by giving knowledge, changing attitude, and increasing

skills and ability. While, Samarn Rangsiyokrit (1997 cited by Sujittraphorn

Khamsaad, 1997: 1) says that human resource development is to encourage personnel

to have better working knowledge, ability, skill, and attitude which cause more

working efficiency. As for the tourism service giving process, tourist guides are the

important human resource whose duties are to directly give services, welcome, and

give knowledge to tourists. Tourist guides are the personnel group having roles in

encouraging and supporting tourism. They are the cultural diplomat because they tell

tourists about various stories on society, tradition, cultural arts, economy, and politics.

Moreover they are the representative of people in the country whom tourists meet.
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Therefore, tourist guides are a career which creates a lot of benefits to the country.

But in fact, 22, 732 tourist guides apply for the tourist guide licenses from Tourist

Guide and Tourism Business Registration Office on December 31, 2001. A tourist

guide may have ability to use more than 1 language (Suwanchai Ritthirak, 2002: 34).

Before applying for the tourist guide licenses, those tourist guides have to pass the

quality creating process in order to have knowledge, ability, moral, and code of

conduct. In practice, Tourism Authority of Thailand coordinates and provides Tourist

Guide Training Standard Curriculum for implementation of educational institutes in

the university level all over the country. The standard curriculum contains basic

knowledge subjects which are necessary for working. After receiving the training,

tourist guides can bring the evidence to apply for the tourist guide licenses from

Tourist Guides and Tourism Business Registration Office of Tourism Authority of

Thailand. If the tourist guides want to be Foreign Language Tourist Guides, they

should to pass the specified standard criteria of each language. After passing the

standard criteria of the training curriculum and receiving the licenses from Tourist

Guide and Tourism Business Registrar, they can perfectly and correctly work as

tourist guides. Moreover, Tourist Guide and Tourism Business Committee determines

Ministerial Regulations No. 10 dated May 14, 2000. According to such ministerial

regulation, the tourist guides have to receive the training on the tourist guide subject

according to the curriculum, duration, and the place specified by Tourist Guide and

Tourism Business Committee for maintaining quality of tourist guides (Except tourist

guides who receive the tourist guide subject training certificate no over 2 years). This

is useful for upgrading the tourism service standard of tourist guides into the

international level.

At present, the tourism business is the main business which can create a lot

of incomes to Thailand. So, tourist guides’ knowledge, skills, and qualifications

which affect tourists’ satisfaction are very important. At present, Bangkok

Metropolitan increasingly provides the tourism service in the form of recreation and

entertainment. However, the monastery tour around Koh Rattanakosin is the heart of

the main tourist attraction of the capital of Rattanakosin Kingdom where there is

prosperity on culture, painting, arts, and architecture which can attract domestic and

foreign tourists to visit. But, in fact, there is no serious study of international tourists
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and stakeholders’ expectations of the competency and ability of the monastery tour

guides. Therefore, the researcher wanted to study international tourists and

stakeholders’ expectations of the competency and ability of the monastery tour guides

and study the level of competency and ability of the monastery tour guides according

to the real condition in the present time in order to receive the conclusion which can

be used as guidelines for developing and improving the service givers, especially the

monastery tour guides who are the cultural diplomat. This helps develop quality of

personnel in the tourism service field as the world class destination in the future.

1.2 Research objectives

1.2.1 To study international tourists’ expectation of the competency and

ability of the monastery tour guides and the opinion on the real competency and

ability of the monastery tour guides in the present time.

1.2.2 To study stakeholders’ expectation of the competency and ability of the

monastery tour guides and the opinion on the real competency and ability of the

monastery tour guides in the present time.

1.2.3 To study the monastery tour guides’ competency and ability which

should be developed and the guidelines of suitably developing the competency and

ability of the monastery tour guides.

1.3 Research scopes

This research studied international tourists and stakeholders’ expectations of 

the competency and ability of the monastery tour guides. International tourists and 

related stakeholders were recruited in this study. International tourists came from the 

Asian region must be able to speak English and visit the monasteries in Bangkok such 

as Wat Benchamabopitr Dusitvanarm (Marble Temple), Wat Arunrajawararam 

Rajwaramahaviharn (Temple of Dawn), Wat Phra Chetuphon-Vimolmangklararm 

Rajwaramahaviharn (Wat Pho), and Wat Phrasrirattana Sasadaram (the Temple of the 

Emerald Buddha). Related stakeholders are tourism business operators and informants 
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who are the officers of the monasteries, Tourism Authority of Thailand, and Bangkok 

Metropolitan Tourism Promotion Centre.

1.4  Research definitions

Expectation is defined as international tourists and stakeholders’ needs or

expectation on human relationship, knowledge, guiding, and problem solving of the

monastery tour guides.

Monastery is defined as a religious place in Buddhism in Bangkok used in

performing Buddhist rituals such as Wat Benchamabopitr Dusitvanarm (Marble

Temple), Wat Arunrajawararam Rajwaramahaviharn (Temple of Dawn), Wat Phra

Chetuphon-Vimolmangklararm Rajwaramahaviharn (Wat Pho), and Wat

Phrasrirattana Sasadaram (the Temple of the Emerald Buddha). There are important

places in the monastery such as ordination hall, viharn, pagoda, preaching hall, bell

tower.

International tourists is defined as service users who are Asian people

traveling to Thailand to visit Thai monasteries or pay homage to the religious place,

religious object, and monks, and see arts, painting, architecture, tradition, and rituals

on Buddhism in Thailand.

Stakeholders is defined as people group involving the monastery tour such

as tourism business operators and informants who are the officers of the monasteries,

Tourism Authority of Thailand, and Bangkok Metropolitan Tourism Promotion

Centre.

Tourism business operators is defined as people receiving the licenses to

operate the tourism business according to Tourist Guide and Tourism Business Act.

Informants is defined as people group who can give in depth information,

live in the area of the monasteries for a long time, and have knowledge and

experiences on the monastery tour such as the abbot or representatives, elders, and
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experts who are the officers of Tourism Authority of Thailand Bangkok Metropolitan

Tourism Promotion Centre, and Tourism Associations.

Thai tourist guides is defined as people who give convenience and lead

international tourists to visit or pay homage to the religious places in Buddhism in

Thailand.

Real competency and ability are defined as the monastery tour guides

competency and ability on human relationship, knowledge, guiding, and problem

solving in the present time.

Competency and ability of tourist guides are defined as the guiding ability

which the monastery tour guides should have. This study considers 4 aspect

competency and ability of the monastery tour guides such as competency and ability

on human relationship, competency and ability on knowledge, guiding competency

and ability, and problem solving competency and ability.

Competency and ability on human relationship are defined as ability of

the monastery tour guides to create impression and friendship with the monastery

tourists.

Competency and ability on knowledge are defined as the monastery tour

guides’ ability on knowledge of background and various events of the monasteries

such as tradition, culture, and way of life in the community.

Guiding competency and ability are defined as ability of the monastery tour

guides to induce tourists to agree with them and create participation among tourists.

As for this study, the researcher considers oratory ability, time arranging ability,

interest stimulating ability, and service ability.

Problem solving competency and performance are defined as ability of the

monastery tour guides to quickly and correctly solve instant problems for tourists’

benefits.
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Education is defined as the highest education of international tourists

traveling to visit the monasteries and stakeholders involving the monastery tour.

Income is defined as the total annual income of the monastery tourists.

The monastery tour experiences in the past is defined as international

tourists’ previous experiences deriving from visiting Thai monastery.

Working experiences is defined as duration which stakeholders such as

tourism business operators and informants work by involving the monastery tour. As

for monks, novices, and nuns, “Working Experiences” means ordination duration

before the survey day.

1.5 Research benefits

1.5.1 To know international tourists’ expectation of the competency and 

ability of the monastery tour guides and tourists’ opinion on the level of competency 

and ability of the monastery tour guides in the present time.

1.5.2 To know stakeholders’ expectation of the competency and ability of the 

monastery tour guides and stakeholders’ opinion on the level of competency and 

ability of the monastery tour guides in the present time.

1.5.3 To know the monastery tour guides’ competency and ability which 

should be developed and the guidelines of suitably encouraging or supporting 

development of the monastery tour guides.

1.6  Research conceptual framework

As for this conceptual framework, the researcher studied international

tourists’ and stakeholders’ expectations of competency and ability of monastery tour

guides and opinion on the monastery tour guides’ real competency and ability in the

present time such as competency and ability of human relationship, competency and

ability of knowledge, guiding competency and ability, and competency and ability of

problem – solving in order to obtain the conclusion of the guidelines of developing

and improving competency and ability of monastery tour guides to have more quality.
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Figure 1 Conceptual framework of the study
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

As for the research on International Tourists and Stakeholders’ expectation

towards competency and performance of the monastery tour guides, the researcher

reviews the literature from related textbooks, document, and researches for use as the

base and guidelines for this research as follows;

1. Concepts on tourism

2. The monastery and roles of the monastery towards the Thai

society and tourism

3. Concepts on tourist guides

4. Concepts on competency and performance of the monastery tour

guides

5. Tourist guides and the monastery tour

6. Concepts on expectation

7. Concepts on tourists’ expectation towards the competency and

performance of the monastery tour guides

8. Related document, researches, and literatures

2.1  Concepts on tourism

2.1.1 Meaning of “tourism”

Buppha Khummanont (1986: 1) defined that “Tourism” means

people’s temporary movement from their accommodation to another destination for

finding happiness and pleasure in a period of time.

Robert Chistie Mill and Alastair M. Morrisson (1982 cited by

Wijittra Chaisee, 1994: 13) define that “Tourism” is a model of humans’ recreation

and is an activity in the leisure time by traveling the accommodation to another place
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which is the tourist attraction by having the objectives for experience, knowledge, and

physical and mental relaxation.

Chaiyong Jarernmuang (1998: 37) defined that “Tourism” is

relaxation, giving reward to life, and refreshing life for escaping from the boring job.

Tourists can freely release thought and mind so their tension decreases.

Tourism Authority of Thailand (1990: 19) defines that “Tourism”

means the travel for relaxation, pleasure, seminar, studying, sports, contacting

business, and visiting relatives.

Orawan Seeudom (2001: 85) defines that “Tourism” is the

management system which various people groups received benefits from tourists

cooperated and give services which will create most satisfaction to tourists so that

tourists feel impressive, wanted to use the services again, and tell their relatives about

their impressive experiences. This will make the above mentioned people groups have

new customer to use service.

The United Nation Organization’s meeting on Travel and Tourism

in Rome in 1963 (Suphaphorn Markjang, 1996: 2) defines that “Tourism” means an

activity with 3 conditions: travel, destination, and purpose for relaxation on holidays,

culture or religion, studying, sports and entertainment, seeing history and special

interest, hobby, visiting relatives, business purpose, and attending the seminar.

Tourism comprised at least 3 elements as follows; (Suphaphorn

Markjang, 1996: 61-65)

1. The temporary travel from the accommodation to other

places.

2. The willing travel.

3. The travel with any purposes without working or

creating income.

In conclusion, “tourism” means the temporary travel from the

accommodation to other places with willingness without working or creating income.
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2.1.2 Tourism models

The tourism models according to the tourism behavior characteristics may be

divided according to the interest issues as follows; (Przeclawski K., in D.G.Pearce and

R.W. Burder (Ed.), 1994: 12)

1. Cognitive tourism which means the travel for discovering

nature, cultures in the past, contemporary cultures, people, and the traveler himself.

2. Tourism for recreation and entertainment

3. Tourism for health treatment

4. Creative tourism which is useful for the traveler himself and

people met by the traveler

5. Educational tourism

6. Professional tourism for business and meeting

7. Pilgrimage tourism

8. Tourism for family reason

9. Sex tourism

10. Profit making tourism

2.1.3 Tourism resources

Every tourism model has to depend on the tourism resources which are

physical environments in the natural condition and social and cultural environments

which are created by humans and reflect pattern and way of life of people in each

tourist attraction place which has its identity for attract and impress tourists. The

tourism resources may be divided into 2 categories as follows;

1. Natural resource is the resources created by nature such as

mountain, cave, stream, national park, beach, waterfall, wild life reserve, hot spring,

underwater nature tourist attractions.

2. Man – made resource is divided into 2 categories as follows;

     - Resources on history, ancient objects, ancient places,

religion such as religious places, historical park, ancient community, ancient

monument, museum, etc.
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- Resources on handicraft art, culture, tradition, ritual,
and activity such as local handicraft products, way of life of the community,
traditional festival involving religion, seasonal festivals, local tradition, theatre, local
playing, etc.

These tourism resources have to be well protected. The state agencies,
private business organizations which implement the tourism business and local
community must cooperate to plan and manage in order to bring about conservation
and development of tourism resources which can sustainable benefit the tourism
activities by bringing about the highest benefits and least negative impact.

2.1.4 Cultural tourism

Ecotourism Network Newsletter (1996: 7) defines that “Cultural
Tourism” is the tourism for experiencing the local cultures which is the identity by
emphasizing the study of humans’ cultures and civilization including archaeological
and historical tourist attractions. In conclusion, Cultural Tourism has 3 important
elements as follows;

1. It emphasizes identity of the local culture and tradition
of the community or the society of the tourist attraction of that country. This includes
old and new cultures or traditions.

2. Specific characteristics or identity can present the
important point which attracts a lot of tourists.

3. It is the tourism which preserves the cultural heritage
and environments and increases the social and economic benefits for the local
community and the country.

Tui Chumsai (1984: 1) defined that “Cultural Tourism” means the
travel for studying way of life in the sociological and anthropological aspects, seeing
the ancient places involving historical facts, following the technological and material
progress in the present time, paying homage to the important religious centre, joining
the festivals for seeing important art performance such as music, plays, etc.

In conclusion, “Cultural Tourism” means the travel for studying way

of life in the sociological and anthropological aspects of the community which

manages tourism.
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2.2 The monastery and roles of the monastery towards the Thai

society and tourism

2.2.1 The monastery and the Thai society: meaning and significance

The monastery is a religious places. In pali language, Ararm, Arwas,

Viharn mean the monastery which is a good and suitable place for monks to practice

dhamma. In Thailand, the term “Wat” is used in front of the specific name of each

place such as Wat Rajburanarajworawiharn, Wat Phra Chetuphon-

Vimolmangklararm. Generally, permanent structures in the monastery comprise

ordination hall, viharn, preaching hall. They are the places for monks to live or

perform religious activites. They are the centre of the Buddhist society both on mind

and activities according to the tradition. And they are places for making merits

(Phramahaman Kittitharo,1986: 1)

Some people say that the term “Wat” must be written as “Was”

which means residence where monks have to stay throughout the rainy season.

“Watr” means a place for practicing dhamma practice. “Wad” means a place for

dhamma practice for Deliverance. It is a place which measures or compares

deterioration, prosperity, wealth, and poverty. For example, the monastery of people

in any area can indicate poverty or richness of people (Luan Wannarat, 1969: 5-6). As

for the latter meaning, the monastery is like the scale which indicated economic status

of that community. The economic status can indicated the level of quality of life of

people in the community. However, at present, the meaning of such scale cannot be

used with the monastery in some area. This is because the material prosperity,

facilities, various basic structures, including regulations, management of monks,

support from the outside agencies such as Religious Department and Buddhist Centre

make most monasteries increasingly develop construction of permanent structures by

raising capital from the capital source outside the community where monasteries are

situated. Therefore, it is not strange to see that some monasteries considerably have

prosperity. While, houses of people in the community around monasteries are in the

bad condition. Therefore, the economic status of the monasteries in the part of

construction which has to use a lot of money does not involve the economic status of
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the community but depends on the capital source outside the community. As for this

case, the prosperity of construction of the monastery cannot indicate the economic

status of the community. However, monks have to live with 4 necessities such as the

outer robe and food receiving from people in the community. This shows that the real

economic status may not depend on money used in constructing the permanent

structures in the monastery but depends on the ability level to support food which is

more necessary for daily life.

2.2.2 Roles of the monastery towards the Thai society

Buddhism has existed in the Thai society for a long time. The monastery
which is a part of the Buddhist institute and an institution in the Thai society has also
performed roles which create benefits for the Thai society for a long time.

Somdej Phratheerayarnmunee who is the former abbot of Wat
Jakkawadrachawas (1971: 38-44) mentioned roles of the monastery as follows;

1. The monastery is Wattasathan which is a place for
monks to live for dhamma practice and is a place for villagers to keep precepts.

2. The monastery is Punyakaranasathan which is the
places for performing religious rituals.

3. The monastery is Woopasamasathan which is the land
for places of peace for the distressed people. When they talk with the monks, they feel
peaceful.

4. The monastery is Satharanoopakarnsatharn which is the
places where villagers used the public utility such as well.

5. The monastery is the school where people can study
various subjects on religious education, ordinary education, and extraordinary
education such as vocational education.

6. The monastery is the clubs or associations where people
gather to relax in some occasions such as the entertainment activity.

7. The monastery is the hospital or medical centre. Monks
in some monastery study herbal practice and can cure villagers.

8. The monastery is Anartsatharn which is the refuge of

people who face various disaster.
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9. The monastery is Phayatatchitnartsatharn which is the

refuge of people who are in danger.

10. The monastery is Matamatanartsatharn which is the

refuge of dead people. Relatives of dead people use the monastery as a place for

performing the rituals.

11. The monastery is the sports fields where children can

run or play various sports.

12. The monastery is the hotel where various passers by can

stay overnight.

13. The monastery is the court which is the place for

stopping conflict in the community.

14. The monastery is Yawayuwateethassanasatharn which

is the places where young men and women meet when there is performance of various

religious rituals.

15. The monastery is the cultural centre and the important

point of the society.

Somkhid Jirathassanakul (2000: 23-24) concluded the significance

and roles of the monastery as the centre of the society as follows;

1. The monastery is the stability representative of the

country because construction of the monastery, every time has to use a lot of money

and physical strength. Stability and prosperity of any kingdom such as Ayutthaya

Kingdom or the early Rattanakosin Kingdom in the reign of King Rama III depend on

number of monasteries in that kingdom.

2. The monastery is institute which sustainably

disseminates religion. This is because the monastery is the single place which is the

centre of the three gems which are the most important principles in Buddhism such as

Buddha (Buddha image), Thamma (Tripitaka), and Sangha.

3. The monastery is the school which gives dhamma and

global knowledge to children in the Thai original society.

4. The monastery is the physical and mental refuge of the

society. This is because monks in the monastery are solitaries and have moral. They

are leaders of the society. As they have knowledge and ability, they are trusted by
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people in the society who want to ask for advice or help from them. And they perform

the religious rituals.

5. The monastery is the centre of arts because the

monastery is built by the society belief in the religion. So, various arts on architecture,

sculpture, and delicate arts are creatively disseminated and full of tangible and

intangible meanings.

Pravase Wasee, says that the monastery is 7 social capitals as 

follows; (The monastery is social capitals, 1998 [online] Available: http:// 

www.budpage.com, [2004, June 1]).

1. Wisdom capital, which is the wisdom created by Buddha

Load. For example, what is life and the world? How should humans do?

2. Belief capital, the monastery is the centre of belief so it

can create various activities such as allowing people to talk about dhamma, elders,

women’s roles, environments, culture, health, sufficient economy, etc

3. Material capital, the areas, buildings, and various places

of the monastery can be considerably used for various benefits.

4. Personnel capital, monks and novices are the quality and

great personnel capital because they have precepts and honesty.

5. Money capital, the monastery is used money for the

benefits of the society and helps rotate the resources for the benefits of the poor.

6. Spiritual capital, the monastery has spiritual dimension

which means values and virtue which can be found from the symbol, teaching, and

various practices which better people’s mind.

7. Cultural capital, the monastery is the cultural centre

which links way of life, on economy, mind, society, environment, health, and

learning.

These 7 social capitals might be concluded as into 2 capitals

which are tangible capital and intangible capital. If the monastery and communities

can use such capitals as the tool for development by opening as the public area for

organizing various activities which can meet people’s physical, mental, and wisdom

needs, a lot of benefits occur in the Thai society. Moreover, roles of the monastery are

more prominently adapted and encouraged under changes in the present society.
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2.2.3 The monastery and tourism in the past

Most people in the past travel for seeking settlements, trading, liking

relation, treating health, and pilgrimage. Moreover, they travel for seeking

experiences and pleasure. The area which is the educational centre in the past is in the

holy place which is the religious centre such as the monastery and ordination hall. For

example, Christians travel to Jerusalem for pilgrimage. “Hian Jang” a Chinese monk

traveled to India for studying trip taka. However, tourism in the past were limited for

people having enough money and time. According to the literary evidence, tourism in

Thailand begins in the nineteenth century. Some people said that Thai people way of

life in the past considerably had ties with the monastery. Important tourist attractions

in the past involved the monastery until some people said that Thai people’s activities

in the past involved the monastery and palace (Chayaphorn Chernrungroj, 1992: 43).

In the past, the kings traveled by land and water for paying homage

to the important religious places and visiting people. All king had to pay homage to

some important religious places such as Phraphutthabart, Saraburi Province and

Phraphutthachinnaraj, Phitsanuloke Province. For example, Somdej Phra

Eakathossarot traveled to pay homage to Phraphutthachinnaraj in 1595

(Phanjanthanumas (Jerm) & Phra Jakkaphadphong (Jard), 1964: 301-302). Somdej

Phrajaoprasartthong traveled to Wat Phraseesanphetch on Khaophansa Day and

traveled to pay homage to Phraphutthabart, Saraburi Province in the twelfth month in

1632 (Phanjanthanumas (Jerm) & Phrajakkaphadphong (Jard), 1964: 345-346). King

Boromkote Jaofadhammathibet traveled to Tharn Thong Dang by boat and composed

“Niras Tharn Thong Dang” as evidence.

General people also like to travel to pay homage to the holy things

in various places. They believe that the travel to those important places once in their

life is the merit and luck. It is the great merit for people to travel to offer kathin in the

monastery in the rural area. It is the great lick and honour of for people to have the

opportunity to build the monastery or ordination hall for their family. According to

the record of Phraya damrongrachanupharp, “on Trut Sart Day, they went to make

merit at the monastery of his family while children played in the monastery yard”

(Somdej Kromphrayadamrongrachanupharp, 1961: 29-30).
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As for Niras Phoo Khao Thong, Sunthornphoo traveled by boat
along Chaophraya River. When he travels to Ayutthaya, he stoped his boat at the pier
of Wat Phrameru. In the morning, he paid homage to Phoo Khao Thong Pagoda
(Pratheep Wathikthinnakorn, 1982: 34-35). Such writing described the landscape and
beauty of Phoo Khao Thong Pagoda. As for Niras Phraprathom, Sunthornphoo
described that he traveled to Phrapathom Chedi by boat along Khlong Bangkoknoi,
Khlong Khwangbangkruai, Khlong Khwangbangranok, Khlong Yongbangchuag.
When he traveled to Ban Phaniad, he walked to Phrapathom Chedi to pay homage to
Buddha’s relic. He wished he had good girlfriend and was loved by everyone
(Pratheep Wathikthinnakorn, 1982: 44-45)

Several articles of the dispatches, background of various important
places, and Thai literatures involving the travel such as Niras Nakhonwat, Niras
Phrabart, Niras Phraprathom indicate that the monastery tour in the past is the by –
product of nobles’ travel for pilgrimage or personal visit. Kings, nobles, or general
people traveled for religious activities. Therefore, the monastery has had ties with
tourism for a long time.

2.2.4 The monastery and tourism: The monastery as the symbol of
tourism

Stupa, pagoda, viharn, the preaching hall, the library hall, ordination
hall, Buddha image,and mural in the monastery indicate Thai people’s Buddhism
belief and evolution of painting architecture which stem from wisdom of Thai people
in the past. Therefore, Tourism Authority of Thailand which promotes tourism uses
the picture of Phra Prang Wat Arunrajwarararm as a part of the organization symbol
for indicating Thai identity through architectural characteristics. Moreover, several
provinces use Buddhist symbols for disseminate of tourism of the province. For
example, Phitsanuloke Province uses the picture of Phraphutthachinnaraj as a symbol
of the province. Nakhon Pathom Province uses the picture of Phrapathom Chedi as a
symbol of the province. Uthai Thani Province uses the tradition of Tak Bart The Vo
as a symbol of the province.

Moreover, mottos of several provinces mention the ancient places,

the ancient objects, and Suddhist monks (Yupphadee Setphan, 2000: 295-311)
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- Northern Region: Chiang Mai: Holy Doi Suthep, Good

Tradition, Beautiful Flowers, Beautiful Wiangphing.

- Western region: Ratchaburi: Phothararm Beautiful

Women, Ban Pong Pretty Women, Dragon Jar, Wat Khanorn Nang Yai, Beautiful

Caves, Damnern Floating Market, Millions of Bats, Good taste of Yee Sok fish.

- Southern region: Nakhon Si Thammarat: Nakhon Si

Thammarat – History City, Golden Relic, Beautiful Nature, Abundant Minerals, Sarm

Kasat Nielloware, Many Monasteries and Arts, Full of Shrimps, and Crabs.

- Eastern region: Chachoengsao: Dhamma City, Holy

Buddha Image, Near the Capital, Sweet Mango, White Rice, Sweet Coconut.

- North Eastern region: Ubon Ratchathani: Ubon – City of

Happiness, Land of Holy Men, Blooming Lotus, Thian Phansa Festival, Pre –

historical Civilized Source.

- Central region: Nakhon Pathom: Sweet Pomelo, White

Rice, Beautiful Daughter, Delicious Khao Larm, Beautiful Sanamjan, Outstanding

Phutthamonthon, Sky – high Phrapathom Chedi

These mottos enable tourists to know about the interesting tourism

resources in each province as the basic information. The information involving

religious objects, religious places, or Buddhist monks in the mottos well indicate

characteristics of the culture, thought, belief, and significance of Buddhism as the

mental centre of Buddhists in Thailand.

2.2.5 Objectives of the monastery tourists

Generally, tourists in any countries, have different traveling

objectives. Some tourists travel for seeing nature and beauty. While, some tourists

travel for studying, relaxing, and treating health. A lot of people travel to their

important religious places. The monastery has been the important place for tourists for

a long time. The monastery has high influence. Tourists in each country have different

objectives to visit the monastery or religious places by depending on the base of

thought and belief of people in each country. For example, most western tourists

travel to visit the monastery in order to see the beauty of arts, painting, architecture,
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and greatness of wisdom in the past. Most Asian tourists travel to visit the monastery

in order to pay homage to the holy things because they have belief in God worship.

They perform religious rituals in order to increase luck for themselves, their family,

and their business. They visit the monastery in order to ask for blessing from Buddha

image because they believe that the Buddha image is the holy thing and the residence

of various gods. Muslim tourists believe in their religion and strictly comply with

their religion. Various provisions involve the living system. Therefore, Muslim

tourists visit the monastery in order to see the beauty of art, painting, architecture, and

greatness of wisdom in the past like the western tourists. They do not want to pay

homage to any holy thing in the monastery because Islam religion prohibits people

from paying homage to any objects except God (Danai Chaiyotha, 1995: 212-213).

While, Thai tourists like to visit the monastery in order to pay homage to the holy

things. They believe that luck and merit to travel such holy place once in their life. It

is the great luck and honour for them to have the opportunity to build the monastery

or ordination hall for their family (Chayaphorn Chernrungroj, 1992: 43-44).

According to the record of Phrayadamrongrachanupharp, “on Trut Sart Day, he went

to make merit at the monastery of his family while his children also went out to play

in the monastery yard” (6: 29-30).

In conclusion, tourists visit various monasteries and religious places
in Thailand due to 2 following reasons; First, various monasteries and religious places
are holy places which should be respected. Second, various religious places are good
places and have values. It is a good opportunity for people to see the beauty, delicacy,
and magnificence of Thai monasteries. When there is cultural tourism, several Thai
monasteries, become important tourist attractions of the country.

2.2.6 Tourism management roles of the monastery and community

Section 31 of 1992 Monks Act. (No.2), stipulates that the monastery
is the juristic person. The abbot of the monastery is the representative to do general
activities. Section 37 stipulates the abbot‘s duties as follows; The abbot has to well
support and manage activities and religious properties of the monastery, govern and
educate monks and laymen living in the monastery, and give convenience to people
who make merit in the monastery. As the monastery is built by belief of people in the
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community, the monastery is the joint property of everybody in the community. The
monastery has several roles in the society, especially the spiritual role. Therefore, the
monastery should have the main roles in disseminating the teaching and giving
education on Dhamma. As some monasteries become the tourist attractions, this
directly impacts on community. So, management of the monastery which is the tourist
attraction should be based on participation of people in the community

Moreover, there were the locality management rights of people and

community according to 1997 Constitutional Provisions of the Kingdom of Thailand

in

“Section 46: People who gather as the original local

community have rights to conserve or revive tradition, local wisdom, art, or culture of

the locality and the country and have participation in managing, preserving, and

utilizing natural resources and environments in the balanced and sustainable way as

provided by law”

“Section 289: The local administrative organization has

duties to conserve arts, traditions, local wisdom, or good cultures of the locality.

The local administrative organization has rights to arrange education

and the occupational training according to suitability and need of that locality and

participate in arranging the education of state agencies without violation of Section 43

and Section 81 as provided by law”.

This shows that people in the community can participate in

managing tourism which occurs in the monastery according to law and de facto.

Participation models of people and community according to the constitutional

provisions may be concluded as follows;

1. Participation in conservation or revival

2. Participation in management

3. Participation in utilization

As for management of the tourist attractions in the category of the

religious places, it is necessary to carefully consider the spiritual dimension and

practices on cultures and belief. This is because Thai people believe that such places

are the residence of the pure spirit. They are holy places for people to purify their

spirit. They are places for people to think of virtue which should be done. For
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example, Seksan Prasertkul (1998: 62) expresses his feeling when he traveled to pay

homage to Phrathart Doisuthep as follows; … I paid homage to this holy place

because I though of Buddha’s teaching and virtue of people who built such religious

place. It was to pay homage to the abstract thing through the concrete thing. This

makes people have good mind and think of the merit only. This may represent feeling

of other people who pay homage to the holy things of various religions. Such feeling

stemmed from people’s experience of learning and careful thought. Moreover, it

depends on the outside symbol which makes people have belief. Therefore, every

religious place should be the quiet place which is suitable for being the place of

teaching so that people who pay homage to such holy place can use such place to

think of merit or virtue or link their feeling with the spiritual world.

Some tourist guides allow international tourists having no

knowledge of the local culture to visit the religious place without giving basic

knowledge on the suitable action.  Some tourist guides do not warn tourists who

unsuitably behave towards the local culture because they think that negative impacts

on tourism will occur. This unavoidably causes negative feeling to the culture owners.

For example, Seksan Prasertkul (1998: 63) increasingly expresses his feeling as

follows; “… Every time I pay respect to the Buddha image, I see international

tourists’ feet in front of me until I am not sure that I pay respect to the Buddha image

or people’s feet …,” Negligence of the international of the values of culture or life of

the culture owner.

Impacts which stem from tourism in the tourist attraction in the

category of the religious place should be consistent and useful to way of life by

bringing about development of quality of life and encouraging the spiritual growth to

people in the community which is the tourist attraction. If the negative impacts occur,

it is very necessary for people in the community which is the tourist attraction and the

related agency to jointly review the causes of the problems in order to solve problems

which impact on the status of people and the community.
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2.2.7 The monastery tour problems and Circumstances

The monastery is the top of the tourist attraction because it is the

culture centre. There are physical and cultural resources in the monastery. Some

people went to the monastery to take photos only. Thai people and foreign people

having different cultural and religious base visited the monastery to take photos.

Sometimes, they unsuitably acted in the monastery. Most Thai people do not

appreciate the value of the monastery because the monastery do not clearly that it will

develop the society, although roles of the monastery can create benefits both on

economy and society. The monastery can bring income to develop the monastery,

locality, province, and the country. Meanwhile, the monastery can give visitors wider

thought, knowledge, and peace so that Buddhists can increasingly understand

Buddhism. Cultures of any community and society in the world involve religion.

Religion is the base of establishment of the society community. The monastery is the

centre of art, architecture, craftsmanship, abstract thing, way of life, and tradition

which make people have stability and pride. The monastery has to adapt itself due to

impacts from the outside society. The monastery has to do and maintain the activities

according to the religious principles and adapt such activities to the present situation.

In the past, as for the monastery and the society, monks and laymen have to be in

unity and help each other. Something in the monastery is developed according to the

patrons’ need. However, the officers of the monastery have to supervise such

development to be under the framework. At present, as there is no developmental

framework, development of the monastery is not made under the religious principles.

Such development causes trouble to people nature, and environments. And such

development is made for meeting people’s need. Therefore, there should be suitable

development. In the past, monks, monasteries, and villagers have mutual ties. At

present, due to prosperity and globalization, monks in some monasteries do not have

to receive food from people outside the monasteries because rich people offer food to

the monks at the monastery. Therefore, ties among monks, the monastery, and

villagers disappear. The problem is that what people should do in order to bring about

balance and benefits to tourism.
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The Buddhist monastery becomes to an important tourist attraction which

gives knowledge, and relaxation which attracts more tourists. However, after

surveyed and consided various problems of the monastery caused by tourism, the

researcher found that there are 3 important problems as follows; (Sunisa

Tharnphornanant, 1997: 3-4)

1. Environmental and physical problems of the monastery, which

occur inside and outside the monastery. As for the problems which occur in the

monastery, the social condition of the monastery changes because the monastery gives

the services both on religion and tourism to the community. Therefore, the monastery

becomes to the centre of the community, where people perform the religious activity

and tourists visit the ancient places of the monastery such as the ordination hall and

Buddha image which have value (Faculty of Architecture, Silpakorn University, 1986:

68). As a lot of tourists visit the monastery, various problems occur. The monastery

has to provide various services for carrying a lot of tourists such as the parking area,

shop, toilet, and accommodation. This impacts on the physical characteristics of the

monastery by causing destroying good environments of the monastery.

The monastery which is the place showing the cultural arts

and background of the community become less interesting due to the impacts

stemming from the nearby environments of the monastery. For example, unsystematic

expansion of the city and the crowded constructions which conceal the beauty of

pagodas, ordination hall, and viharn make the tourism resource on the cultural arts

have less value.

Moreover, there is development of objects and activities

which are not consistent with the original ones. Changes in arts of the monastery or

construction of new material arts without thinking of the original ancient places,

ancient objects, and material arts also destroy the values of the original ones (Faculty

of Architecture, Silpakorn University, 1984: 137). The tourist carrying ability of the

monastery is another problem which causes considerable damage to the cultural arts.

2. Cultural and social problems most of these problems occurred

because tourists had unsuitable tourism behavior. For examples, tourists did not

discard rubbish in the suitable place so the monastery was dirty. They stole Buddha

images or properties of the monastery. They climbed up the holy place such as pagoda
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or walked into the prohibited area of the monastery for seeing the beauty of

architecture, painting, ancient objects. Such behavior of tourists disturbed monks who

are practicing dhamma. Some male and female tourists hugged in the monastery.

While, international tourists visited the monastery by unsuitably dressing and

behaving. Moreover, destruction stemmed from tourists, local people, and tourism

business operators who did not appreciate values of the monastery. While, monks in

the monastery do not know that their renovation of dilapidated parts of the ancient

places and objects was destruction of those ancient places and objects.

3. Economic problems, as the monastery had to provide services in

order to respond to tourism, the problems of renovation occurred. The monastery

usually received the subsidy from Religion Department, which was not sufficient for

the monastery. Therefore, the monastery had to seek more income for payment in the

monastery activities. This generally affected the economic system of the monastery.

So, the monastery has to organize activities for creating income to the monastery.

Some activities of the monastery might not be suitable for Thai traditions. As those 3

problems mutually impact, it is necessary to organize the monastery developing

systems and regulation to be suitable for the tourism carrying condition and ability of

the monastery.

2.3 Concepts on tourist guides

2.3.1 Meaning and significance of tourist guides

In 1950, Royal Institute Dictionary explained that “Tourist Guide”

or “Guide” meaned a person who show the way or leads other people to visit various

interesting places.

In 1992, Tourist Guide and Tourism Business Act explained that

“Tourist Guide” meaned a person who leads tourists to visit various places and gives

tourists knowledge of places or people by receiving remunerations.

Tourist guides have more opportunities than other people in the locality to

meet tourists. They are trusted by tourists. And tourist guides have significant roles in

inducing or informing tourists to suitably behave. If tourist guides are good, tourists

are satisfied and impressed with that tourism. If tourist guides are bad, tourists are
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dissatisfied and bored with that tourism. This may cause bad image to the locality. It

may be difficult for tourists to travel alone. If tourists travel to other area, it is more

necessary for tourists to require tourist guides. The significance of tourist guides

towards the tourism can be divided into 2 categories as follows; (Chayaphorn

Chernrungroj, 1994: 42-44)

1. Tourist guides are significant to tourists, tourist guides have

ability to explain what tourists want to know, suitably treat tourists, and create

pleasure to tourists.

2. Tourist guides are significant to tourist attractions, tourist guides

have ability to give correct information, give advice on suitable action, warn tourists,

and participate in conservation of environments which are the tourism resources.

2.3.2 Tourist guides’ roles

Chayaphorn Chernrungroj (1994: 42-44) mentioned tourist guides’

roles which are significant to tourists and tourist attractions as follows;

1. Tourist guides are significant to tourists

Tourist guides’ roles are teacher, psychologist, actor, and

diplomat. Good tourist guides have to perform such roles in various opportunities.

1.1 Teacher role, when most tourists travel to

other areas inside or outside the country, they want to know the information on those

tourist sites such as population, economy, society, politics, weather, topography, etc.

Therefore, tourist guides have to clearly answer such information to tourists. General

tourist guides do not have to have thorough knowledge of any issue (Except specific

tourist guides) but they should have knowledge of their community such as number of

population, background of the community, tourist sites, plants, local animals, and

important festivals.

1.2 Psychologist role, tourist guides have to give

services by impressing tourists. Successful tourist guides have to know tourists’

psychology. They have to learn to suitably treat tourists. They have to know when and

what they should do. They have to have methods to induce tourists to understand and

comply with the rules of the group. In fact, it may be difficult for tourist guides to

satisfy all tourists because tourists have different background and attitude. Tourist
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guides have to use the psychological principles to learn the nature and need of tourists

of each country. And they have to find methods to suitably treat those people

according to different need of those people. The psychologist role is very significant.

Sometimes, such role may help make the bad situation become to good situation. And

it makes tourists have good relation with tourist guides and feel happy during the

travel.

1.3 Actor role, sometimes, the long distance travel

in the long duration may cause boredom to tourists. If tourist guides have ability to

organize the recreational activities or entertain tourists, tourists’ boredom decreases.

Therefore, tourist guides have to perform the actor role such as singing, dancing,

leading games, telling the funny story, providing the camp – fire, etc. The recreational

activities provided for tourists help create pleasure to tourists. Moreover, they make

the group members have better relation. If tourist guides want to have such

qualification, they have to be well trained and have personal ability. Then, they will

be successful.

1.4 Diplomat role, as the representative of the

country or the locality, tourist guides have to know how to explain the information on

their country to tourists in order to make tourists have good feeling. Tourist guides

have to suitably behave. They have to show tourists Thai identity on manner,

behavior, value, and living according to Thai culture and society such as gentleness

and hospitality. They have to create good understanding among people of various

countries. They have to create good image to the country. They have to praise their

country which is civilized as equally as other countries. They should avoid behavior

which causes bad image to the country. They perform duties like the cultural envoy or

peace envoy.

2. Tourist guides are significant to the tourist attractions

Tourist guides are most closely meet tourists. Tourists think

that tourist guides’ behavior represents people’s behavior in that community. During

the short period, tourists meet and contact tourist guides more than others. So, the

information and image which tourists receive may be correct or wrong and good or

bad. Tourists cannot examine the information told by tourist guides. So, such
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information reflects people and the community. As for this issue, the researcher would

like to mention 2 roles of tourist guides as follows;

2.1 Speaker role, tourist guides have to give correct

information. They have to be sincere to tourists. They have to give tourists advice on

suitable action. If tourists unsuitably act, tourist guides have to gently warn tourists.

Tourist guides should be good examples of Thai people. They should have hospitality

and sincerity.

2.2 Conservationist role, tourist guides have to

respect the tourism resources such as beautiful nature, man made things, cultures,

tradition, and way of life. As the host and property owner, tourist guides have to

protect the tourist sites. Tourist guides must not persuade tourists to do illegal things

which violate good moral of that locality. If tourist guides see some tourists do illegal

things, they should immediately stop such action or inform the related people to help

solve the problems. They must not allow foreign people to destroy good cultural arts.

They have to realize at all times that whenever they lose the cultural identity which

attracts tourists, they will lose cultural independence. Moreover, the tourism industry

will also face damage. Therefore, tourist guides have important roles, especially the

role in conservation of the tourism resources because they most meet and stay with

tourists in various places.

Moreover, Cohen, a tourism expert, (1980 Cited by Wannaphorn

Wanitchanukorn, 1997: 67) concluded that tourist guides had 4 roles as follows;

1. Preparer role

2. Group leader role

3. Teacher role

4. Entertainer role

As for the cultural tourism, tourist guides have more roles as

follows; Tourists have to stimulate conscience of resource conservation in order to

make tourists feel responsible while visiting various places. Moreover, tourist guides

have to well explain the environments until tourists appreciate, change attitudes, and

turn to participate in conservation in the long period.
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After reviewed the above literatures, there were can concluded that

tourist guides have tourism roles as follows;

1. Roles as teacher, group leader, preparer, entertainer

2. Roles in organizing experiences or activities for

presenting historical and cultural values

3. Roles in instilling the attitude on values of nature,

ancient places, ancient objects

4. Roles in emphasizing the significance of values and

environments of important Buddhist places.

5. Roles in stimulating conservation conscience in order to

make tourists feel responsible while visiting various places.

6. Roles in explaining background and giving knowledge

7. Other roles such as roles in leading action, disseminating

culture, stimulating participation in the activities, researching, and conserving.

2.3.3 Tourist guides’ problems

As for the tourist guides’ problems, the researcher interviewed the

foreign tourism business operators who were members of Thai tourism Business

Association and the officers of the monasteries where the researcher collected the

information, the researcher found that some tourist guides had no quality and code of

conduct. They like to seek benefits from tourists. At present, there are bad and good

tourist guides and the tourism companies in the tourism industry. Bad tourist guides

and operators have no moral and code of conduct. Moreover, the business competition

condition is another important cause which makes tourist guides has unsuitable

behavior. At present, some tourist guides have to create more income to the company

by selling products on the bus. They lead tourists to buy products from various shops

in order to receive commission without leading tourists to visit various interesting

tourist sites. Moreover, some international tour companies mutually compete by

reducing the tour price. They compel tourist guides to lead tourists to buy souvenirs in

the specified place. They compel tourists to increasingly buy the special tourism

services. They operate tour in various characteristics. Moreover, there is the problem

of Sitting Guide. Such companies hire the tourist guide to jointly travel. While the
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tour leader totally act as the tourist guide instead. but, the real tourist guide shows his

license when there is an arrest. When the working environment is changing because

tourist guides focus on seeking benefits from tourists rather that realize the duty of

good tourist guides, a lot of good tourist guides turn to do other jobs.

Phonlada Phanchoophetch (2000: 32-34) mentioned the problem of

tourist guides’ quality. An issue which has to be considered that how much it affects

tourist guides’ quality is the training. From 1961 to the present time, there are a lot of

educational institutes which provide the tourist guide training. When 1992 Tourist

Guide and Tourism Business Act. Stipulates that people who want to legally be tourist

guides have to pass the training on the curriculum certified by Tourist Guide and

Tourism Business Committee, a lot of educational institutes are interested to arrange

the tourist guide training. In the past, few educational institutes provide the training.

Therefore, arrangement of the training is rather strict by beginning from application,

examination for selection, and examination for receiving the certificate. The training

participants have to sufficiently have basic knowledge. The training provides more

knowledge on tourism only such as various technical vocabularies. At present, the

training is arranged for the business purpose and fame of the institutes. As the

institutes want to receive benefits from the training each time, they want a lot of

training participants. When a lot of people pass the training, a lot of people are

interested to receive the training from those institutes. This makes other institutes

which well arrange the training have no applicants. At present, a lot of institutes open

the curriculum on tourism. As such institutes want to show their potential, they

arrange the tourist guide training. While, Tourism Authority of Thailand which

supervises arrangement of the training see the problems of the training arrangement.

Tourism Authority of Thailand tries to determine various measures for use in

supervising the training arrangement for the highest benefits of the training

participants. And it hopes that the quality tourist guides producing from the quality

institutes replace bad tourist guides. However, the training in the short period cannot

make people who pass the training be good tourist guides. Tourist guides still requires

more training and experiences in order to bring about working skills. Therefore, the

tourist guide license only shows that those people pass the training. Such license does

not show that those people are good tourist guides. Although the training cannot make
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all tourist guides be good tourist guides, it should have standard. A standard creating

guideline which is always mentioned and consistent with the guideline specified by

Tourism Authority of Thailand is the central evaluation system. Tourism Authority of

Thailand does not control the training arrangement. People who pass the training from

any institutes or do not pass the training but have knowledge and ability have to pass

the test provided by Tourism Authority of Thailand. Then, they have rights to apply

for the tourist guide license. At present, tourist guides have to renew the license every

2 years. They have to pass the test before renewing the license. But such guideline

cannot be used because, at present, there is no stipulation that people who pass the

training have to pass the test again before applying for the license and renewing the

tourist guide license. As for correction of any practical steps, it is necessary to first

correct the law. As for the working problems of tourist guides in the area or local

tourist guides, the law does not stipulate that the tour companies have to use local

tourist guides to lead tourists to visit various places. As several tour companies want

to reduce expenses and risk because they do not trust quality of local tourist guides.

Therefore, local tourist guides are unemployed. And there is no distribution of income

to people in the locality. As for solution of this problem, the law must be amended.

And local tourist guides have to develop themselves to have quality and express their

potential.

Another problem which is always mentioned is the opening of free

trade on the tourist guide career. Generally, every related party does not agree with

such issue because such party thinks that foreign tourist guides should not work in

Thailand now. This is because quality of most Thai Tourist guides is not standard

enough to compete with foreign tourist guides. Although, at present, foreign tourist

guides are not allowed to work in Thailand and there is an effort to oppose such issue,

Thai tourist guides have to prepare readiness. This is because tourist guides are a part

of the tourism industry while the tourism industry is a part of the international

business, which can be raised to bargain the trading at all times. If foreign tourist

guides are allowed to work in Thailand while our tourist guides have not any standard

and cannot compete with foreign tourist guides, Thai people will lose the tourism

benefits. Moreover, it may open the opportunity for foreign people to do unsuitable

things in our country (Phonlada Phanchoophetch, 2000: 35).
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Therefore, tourist guides should develop themselves in order to be

able to compete in the country and in the foreign countries in order to create

acceptance of quality and potential of Thai tourist guides.

2.4 Concepts on the competency and ability of the monastery tour

guides

2.4.1 The meaning of the competency and ability of the monastery tour

guides is defined by several academicians as follows;

Thawin Noosong (1987 cited by Chartchai Romson, et al., 1998: 24)

defined that “Competency and ability” mean ability of people to do anything

skillfully, quickly, correctly, suitably by physical and intellectual expression. And

such ability is also acceptable to general people.

Phuchong Chamnarnkij (1994 cited by Chartchai Romson, et al.,

1998: 21) defined that “Competency and ability” mean ability to work skillfully,

correctly, and suitably in order to efficiently achieve the objectives.

Sombat Khositwanich (1998 cited by Chartchai Romson, et al.,

1998: 29) defined that “Competency and ability” mean ability of people to do

anything skillfully, quickly, correctly, and suitably by physical and intellectual

expression. And such ability is acceptable to general people.

In conclusion, competency and ability of the monastery tour guides

mean ability of tourist guides to suitably do anything on the monastery tour. And such

ability is acceptable to general people.

2.4.2 Concepts on the competency and ability of the monastery tour

guides

As the service providers, tourist guides should have the competency and

ability which are necessary for giving the tourism services. Such competency and

ability have several special qualifications. Several academicians explained the service

giving competency and ability as follows;
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Momrajchawong Kukrit Pramote (1982 cited by Buppha

Khummanont, 1998: 12) said that tourist guides should have the following

qualifications;

1. Tourist guides should be kind.

2. Tourist guides should not steal other people’s property.

3. Tourist guides should be prudent.

4. Tourist guides should not complain.

5. Tourist guides should be conscious.

Thinnawat Marukkhaphitak (1982: 284) gave recommendations for

the competency and ability of tourist guides as follows;

1. Tourist guides should be friendly.

2. Tourist guides should reduce selfishness.

3. Tourist guides should take care of all tourists.

4. Tourist guides should smile at all times.

5. Tourist guides should be cheerful and humorous.

6. Tourist guides should have correct knowledge.

7. Tourist guides should remember tourists’ names and

correctly call tourists’ names.

8. Tourist guides should be readers, observe, and remember

various things.

9. Tourist guides should be good listeners.

10. Tourist guides should create good attitude towards

Thailand.

Thakerng Sawasdiphan (1982: 260) mentioned good competency

and ability of tourist guides as follows;

1. Tourist guides must be leaders.

2. Tourist guides must well plan.

3. Tourist guides must have good knowledge.

4. Tourist guides must well explain the information.

5. Tourist guides must well give services.

6. Tourist guides must be punctual.

7. Tourist guides must be patient.
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8. Tourist guides must have good manner.

9. Tourist guides must be optimistic.

10. Tourist guides must well solve the instant problems.

Professor Wilaswong Phongsabut who provided the tourist guide

training to students of Ayutthaya Teacher College on December 25, 1982 at

Ayutthaya Teacher College expressed his opinion on good qualifications of tourist

guides as follows;

1. Tourist guides should love to do, explain, study

contents and tourists.

2. Tourist guides should have good personality. For

example, they should be enthusiastic. They should observe tourists’ reaction. They

should have hospitality. They should be cheerful. And they should suitably dress.

3. Tourist guides should have good knowledge of the

tourist sites such as geography, history, tradition, culture. And they should be able to

answer every question with confidence.

Uamphorn Henakaset (1992: 17-19) mentioned duties and 

responsibility of good tourist guides as follows;

1. Tourist guides should give convenience on the travel, 

accommodation, and belongings of tourist. Initially, tourist guides have to receive 

tourists’ names from the company and travel to receive tourists at the airport, hotel, or 

the meeting point. They have to be responsible for belongings of tourists and take 

tourists to stay at the hotel. And they have to help the hotel staff arrange tourists’ 

accommodation.

2. Tourist guides should give advice on the tourist 

attraction and regulations for the visit to the tourist attraction. They should inform 

tourists about the daily tourism programs. And they should tell tourists when and 

where the bus departs and how tourists should dress for the visit to the tourists 

attraction.

3. Tourist guides should lead tourists to visit tourist sites 

according to the tourism programs. If tourist guides cannot lead tourists to visit any 

places or have to change time to visit any places or have to change the route, they 

have to explain reasons to tourists. And they should lead tourists to visit any places 
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within time specified in the tourism programs. They should allow tourists to take 

photos if the officers of those places allow tourists to take photos.

4. Tourist guides should explain the information on the 

tourist sites and knowledge of geography history, culture, tradition, living of people. 

Tourist guides should know tourists information on knowledge, interest, and need in 

order to suitably perform duties.

5. Tourist guides should recommend places which are 

necessary for tourists such as hotel, accommodation, restaurant, drink selling shops, 

local product selling shops, post offices.

6. Tourist guides should inform tourists about suitable 

action in the Thai society such as greeting, manner in eating Khan Toke food, entering 

the ordination hall, walking, sitting in some area, and entering Thai people’s house 

where tourists have to take off their shoes.

7. Tourist guides should answer questions of tourists by 

allowing tourists having questions on the tourist sites to ask questions. If tourist 

guides cannot answer some questions, they should not guess the answer but they 

should fine the answer afterwards.

8. Tourist guides should take care of tourists in order to 

make tourists have safety in life and property. For example, they should warn tourists 

that which places are dangerous. And they should warn tourists to keep valuable 

things.

9. Tourist guides should help solve tourists’ instant 

problems and other problems which may occur during the travel such as tourists’ 

sudden sickness, taking things out of the country, exchanging currency. Tourist guides 

have to give correct and suitable advice in order to make tourists feel happy and trust 

tourist guides.

10. Tourist guides should give tourists advice on buying 

products by most keeping tourists’ benefits. Tourist guides should know that which 

shops sell good local products or souvenirs with reasonable price. If any shops 

expensively sell products to tourists, tourist guides have to help tourists without 

thinking of tip or commission receiving from those shops because a lot of damage will 

occur afterwards.
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Saranya Warakulwit (1994: 50-51) mentioned principles which 

tourist guides should behave for maintaining the prestige of the career status and 

making the tourist guide career be on honorable career which is praised as people’s 

representative, cultural envoy, and peace envoy as follows;

1. Tourist guides should be honest to their career. They 

should not seek benefits from tourists. They should not be greedy. They should think 

of tourists’ benefits instead of their benefits.

2. Tourist guides should be tactful. They should always 

think that tourists who are service buyers expect to receive the best services. So, 

tourists are like tourist guides employer. Therefore, tourist guides have to suitably 

behave, politely speaking, and honoring and praising tourists. Tourist guides should 

not think that tourists are students who have to thoroughly know and understand 

history, art, literature. Therefore, they should explain the information by thinking of 

tourists’ interest.

3. Tourist guides should suitably dress. They should not be 

too intimate to tourists. They should honors tourists and are suitably friendly with 

tourists. Moreover, they should not jointly eat with tourists unless they are requested 

to do so.

4. Tourist guides should be kind to old people, disabled 

people, and children. They have to well take care of those people. They should warn 

tourists about safety in various places.

5. Tourist guides should have fairness. They should equally 

give services to all tourists. They should cure tourists’ feeling so that tourists feel 

happy and trust tourist guides.

6. Tourist guides should be punctual. Tourist guides should 

arrive the meeting point before the specified time in order to check preparedness of 

vehicles, equipment, colleagues, prepare tourist’ readiness, and receive and send 

tourists.

Sangiam Ekchote (1982 cited by Chartchai Romson, et al., 1998: 12) 

mentioned good tourist guides as follows;

1. Tourist guides must be good leaders.

2. Tourist guides must have good responsibility.
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3. Tourist guides must love their job.

In conclusion, good monastery tour guides should have 4 aspect

competency and ability as follows;

1. The competency and ability on human relationship

which are basic ability of the monastery tour guides. Tourist guides should express

hospitality and sincerity to tourists in order to create good relation with tourists and

make tourists trust tourist guides.

2. The competency and ability on knowledge, tourist guides

should have knowledge such as knowledge of background, culture, and tradition of

the monastery and the local community in order to make tourists really understand

such information and appreciate the beauty of the monastery.

3. Guiding competency and ability of languages, tourist

guides should have knowledge of various languages both on Thai language and

foreign languages. Moreover, they should have knowledge of the local language.

They should correctly use language. They should have leadership by being able to

induce tourists to agree with the information without boredom. They should create

participation to tourist by various motives such as giving rewards. And they should

enable tourists to have the same understanding and perception as them.

4. Problem solving competency and ability, tourist guides

should have ability to organize the thinking system so that they can carefully consider

various problems. They should prepare to face various situations which may occur

with tourists while visiting the monastery. And they should quickly make the

understanding of various situations in order o timely better the situations.

2.5 Tourist guides and the monastery tour

2.5.1 Model of the monastery tour guides in the present time

As the researcher wanted to know the information and models of the

monastery tour guides in the present time, the researcher visited Wat Benchamabopitr

Dusitvanarm (Marble Temple), Wat Arunrajawararam Rajwaramahaviharn (Temple of
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Dawn), Wat Phra Chetuphon-Vimolmangklararm Rajwaramahaviharn (Wat Pho), and

Wat Phrasrirattana Sasadaram (the Temple of the Emerald Buddha).

1. Wat Benchamabopitr Dusitvanarm (Marble Temple)

After interviewing on officer of Wat Benchamabopitr Dusitvanarm

about the monastery tour, the researcher found that 500 – 600 tourists daily visit the

monastery. Some tourists visit the monastery by themselves. While, some tourists

visit the monastery in groups. As for tourists who visit the monastery by themselves,

they way visit the monastery with or without freelance tourist guides. As for tourists

who visit the monastery in groups, they visit the monastery with tourist guides inside

and outside the monastery. As for tourists who visit the monastery through foreign

tourism companies, tourist guides of such companies lead tourists to visit the

monastery about an hour. While, Thai tourists who visit the monastery in groups have

to submit the letter to the monastery in order to ask permission to visit the monastery

and ask for a tourist guide to lead them to see the places in the monastery. As for this

case, the monastery provided a tourist guide, who is a monk, who has knowledge of

the monastery and was trained by the monastery. As for tourists who visit the

monastery in small groups and want a tourist guide, the monastery can provide a

tourist guide to lead tourists to visit the monastery about 1 – 2 hours.

2. Wat Arunrajawararam Rajwaramahaviharn (Temple of Dawn)

After interviewing an officer of Wat Arunrajawararam 

Rajwaramahaviharn about the monastery tour, the researcher found that some tourists 

visit the monastery by themselves while some tourists visit the monastery in groups. 

As for tourists who visit the monastery by themselves, they may visit the monastery 

with or with out the freelance tourist guides. As for tourists who visit the monastery in 

groups, they visit the monastery with the tourist guides inside and outside the 

monastery. As for tourists who visit the monastery through the foreign tour 

companies, the tourist guides of such companies lead tourists to visit the monastery 

about an hour. Tourists visit this monastery after visiting Wat Phra Chetuphon-

Vimolmangklararm Rajwaramahaviharn, and Wat Phrasrirattana Sasadaram
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3. Wat Phra Chetuphon-Vimolmangklararm Rajwaramahaviharn

(Wat Pho)

After interviewing an officer of Phra Chetuphon-Vimolmangklararm

Rajwaramahaviharn about the monastery tour, the researcher found that 3,000 – 5,000

tourists daily visit the monastery. 1,000 – 2,000 Thai tourists and 3,000 – 4,000

international tourists daily visit the monastery. Tourists visit this monastery after

visiting Wat Phrasrirattana Sasadaram and the Grand Palace. Some tourists visit the

monastery by themselves while some tourists visit the monastery in groups. As for

tourists who visit the monastery by themselves, they may visit the monastery with or

without the freelance tourist guides. As for Tourists who visit the monastery in groups,

they visit the monastery with tourist guides inside and outside the monastery. As for

tourists who visit the monastery through the foreign tour companies, tourist guides of

such companies lead tourists to visit the monastery about an hour. As for Thai tourists

who visit the monastery in groups, they have to submit the letter to the monastery in

order to ask permission to visit the monastery and ask for a tourist guide to lead

tourists to see the places in the monastery. As for this case, the monastery provides a

tourist guide who may be a monk, a novice, or an officer trained by the monastery. As

for tourists who visit the monastery in small groups and want a tourist guide, the

monastery can provide a tourist guide to lead tourists to visit the monastery about 2 –

3 hour.

4. Wat Phrasrirattana Sasadaram (the Temple of the Emerald

Buddha)

After interviewing an officer of Wat Phrasrirattana Sasadaram about

the monastery tour, the researcher found that 4,000 – 7,000 international tourists daily

visit the monastery. Most of international tourists are Asian people. Tourist guides

having the license receiving from Tourism Authority of Thailand can lead tourists to

visit Wat Phrasrirattana Sasadaram and the Grand Palace. People who want to enter

the ordination hall of Wat Phrasrirattana Sasadaram have to take off shoes and hats.

After entering the ordination hall, people have to politely sit. People who enter the

Grand Palace have to politely dress. They cannot take photos and film. If tourist

guides do not comply with the regulations, the officer of the monastery may warn
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tourist guides and record as evidence. If tourist guides do not comply with the

regulations again, they cannot perform duties is such area.

2.5.2 Problems of the monastery tour guides

After interviewing an officer of Wat Benchamabopitr Dusitvanarm,

the researcher found that the monastery tour problems stem from freelance tourist

guides or tourist guides of the new tour companies. Those tourist guides do not think

of the Thai tradition. They do not take care of tourists. They do not inform tourists

how to dress and act in the holy place. Due to laziness, sometimes, tourist guides

allow tourists to unsuitably act such as hugging, teasing, and noisily speaking. Tourist

guides should closely watch tourists who take photos with the Buddha image. After

entering the ordination hall, tourist guides should pay respect to the Principal Buddha

Image. This is a good example to tourists. When male devotees and female devotees

are performing the moral precepts, tourist guides should carefully perform their

duties. For example, tourist guides should politely sit and tell tourists not to stand over

those Buddhists. They should tell tourists what tourists should do when they walk past

the monks.

After interviewing an officer of Wat Arunrajawararam

Rajwaramahaviharn, the researcher found that the monastery tour problems stem from

freelance tourist guides. Those tourist guides seldom give advice to tourists who visit

the monastery. So, tourist guides should pay respect to the monastery in order to be a

good example to tourists. According to the Thai tradition, when people enter other

people’s houses, they should pay respect to the house owners. Apart from protecting

the monastery and maintaining Buddhism, monks are like the owner of the place

where tourist guides lead tourists to visit. Moreover, tourist guides should give

advices and knowledge to tourists before leading tourists to visit the monastery in

order to make tourists suitably act in the monastery.

After interviewing an officer of Wat Phra Chetuphon-

Vimolmangklararm Rajwaramahaviharn the researcher found that the monastery tour

problems stem from the tourist guides outside the monastery. Such tourist guides may

provide some information which is not correct. The tourist guides provided by the
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monastery are likely to more correctly give the information and can lead tourists to

thoroughly visit the monastery

After interviewing an officer of Wat Phrasrirattana Sasadaram, the

researcher found that the monastery tour problems stem from some tourist guides.

Those tourist guides do not inform tourists how to act in the monastery. So, some

tourists sit by stretching their legs to the Buddha image. While, some tourists stand

over Thai people who are paying respect to the Buddha Image. Some tourist guides

noisily explain the information. Moreover, some tourists visit the Grand Palace by

inpolitely dressing. Therefore the monastery prepares the suitable clothes for tourists.

Such problems still occur although the state agencies and the

agencies involving the monastery tour issue various measures to solve various

problems.

2.6  Concepts on expectation

Vroom H.V. (1970: 91-103) mentioned Expectation Theory. He said that

people’s action depends on 4 variables as follows;

1. How their remunerations are suitable for their roles?

2. Satisfaction or dissatisfaction with their remunerations

3. When compared with other people, they believe that they must

receive those remunerations.

4. They have the opportunity to receive the remunerations according

to their expectation.

Surang Janem (1981: 128) said that “Expectation” is the sequence of the set

goal. It is the probable expectation. People’s life depends on expectation. People who

express behavior in the present time expect the future results. Therefore, the

expectation results from people’s previous experiences.

Sunee Theeradakorn (1982: 92) defined that “Expectation” is forecast of

events. Expectation depends on previous experiences.

People have different expectation because they have different thought and

needs. Therefore, people’s social behavior is also different. People receive influence

from expectation of people in the organization or the organization objectives called
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monothetic dimension and personal needs called Idographic Dimension. These 2

dimensions determine social behaviour (Wichit Ukachote, 2002: 26).

In conclusion, “Expectation” means the behavioral level of people who want

to achieve the specified goal.

2.7  Concepts on expectation of the competency and ability of the

monastery tour guides

Tourist guides have to have the competency and ability which are necessary for

providing services to tourists. Several academicians explained the competency and

ability of good tourist guides as follows;

Chayaphorn Chernrungroj (1994: 44-45) and Reily R.T. (1982: 31-34) said

that good tourist guides should have the following qualifications;

1. Tourist guides should have good knowledge such as specific

knowledge of the tourist sites. They have to have the correct and detailed knowledge

of background and the present condition of those places. They can explain detailed

information or answer questions of tourists. And they should have general knowledge

of geography, history, culture, tradition of the locality so that they can explain such

knowledge to tourists during the travel. Generally, tourists want to know and see

various strange things which cannot be found in their country. Therefore, if tourist

guides have knowledge and can clearly explain the information to tourists, tourists

receive benefits and feel satisfied.

Good knowledge of tourist guides depends on 3 factors as follows;

1.1 Tourist guides have to seek knowledge all the times

both on the specific knowledge of the tourist sites and general knowledge of various

situations in the world. Tourist guides are interested in various information, they can

use such information in various opportunities.

1.2 If tourist guides are local people, they can more easily

seek the information on the background of the tourist sites and know the condition of

the tourist sites in their locality more considerably than other people. For example, the

forest tour guides having the domicile in that area know the routes, good tourist sites,

and dangerous places more considerably than people outside the area.
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1.3 Tourist guides should be observant. If tourist guides are

observant, they can use the information deriving from their observation to impress

tourists. For example, when they see beautiful flowers in some area, they can tell

tourists to prepare to see those flowers in advance.

2. Tourist guides should have ability of language in order to

express their feeling to tourists. Good tourist guides must have ability to fluently use

language. They should not stammer. They should clearly speak. They should be

suitably talkative. They should have good knowledge and skills of speaking and

listening foreign languages. This helps tourist guides able to communicate with

tourists about the knowledge of tourist attractions and other issues. And tourist guides

can know the questions and needs of tourists.

3. As for tourist guides’ education and intelligence, tourists like

tourist guides who are clever, have knowledge of detailed information, politely speak,

and have good taste and manner. Importantly, tourist guides must not use power over

tourists and should not bore tourists.

4. As for tourist guides’ experience and age, tourist guides’ ability

is more significant than age. Tourist guides must have experiences of tourism and

should have other experiences.

5. As for the competency and ability of first – aids, tourist guides

should have knowledge of first aid and medical tools which are necessary for the

travel such as respirator, life buoy, medicine in order to make tourists feel safe and

have confidence during the travel.

6. Tourist guides should have ability to suitably arrange time for the

visit to various places. They should be able to plan itineraries in advance and control

various itineraries. Good tourist guides must always prepare and record information.

They must have information for the clear, correct, and complete itineraries.

Buppha Khummanont (1986 cited by Chartchai Romson, et al., 1998: 11-12)

explained that good tourist guides should have the following qualifications;

1. Tourist guides should have good personality. They should be

healthy. They must not be disabled.

2. Tourist guides should politely and clearly speak.
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3. Tourist guides should have good knowledge of spoken foreign

languages.

4. Tourist guides should always seek knowledge. They should have

good

5. Knowledge of tourist sites and general knowledge of every issue.

6. Tourist guides should have methods to well explain various

information in order to make tourists listen with interest and create pleasure to

tourists.

7. Tourist guides should have stable mind. They should be able to

prudently solve problems.

8. Tourist guides should have good manners. They should suitably

behave. They should be honest and punctual.

Suphaphorn Markjang (1996: 61-65) said that good tourist guides should

have the following qualifications;

1. Tourist guides should have good human relationship such as
ability to create impression and friendship with other people. People who have good
human relationship have the following characteristics;

1.1 They are optimistic and honest.
1.2 They are cheerful and humorous.
1.3 They have hospitality. They are ready to help other

people, and glad to see other people happy.
1.4 They are helpful. They worry about other people.
1.5 They are friendly. They are not aggressive. They do not

think that they are superior to other people.
2. Tourist guides should have good personality. People who have

good personality have the following characteristics;
2.1 They are healthy. They are not too fat or too thin.
2.2 They are nimble, active, cheerful.
2.3 They have stable mind. They are not sensitive. They

can peacefully face various situations.
2.4 They should thoroughly clean their body without

causing stain or disgusting smell.

2.5 They suitably dress for each occasion.
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2.6 They are gentle.

2.7 They politely speak.

3. Tourist guides should have good knowledge. People who have

good knowledge have the following characteristics;

3.1 They are interested in the surrounding situation.

3.2 They are observant.

3.3 They love researching.

3.4 They are readers.

3.5 They are listeners.

3.6 They have good memory.

3.7 They know to analyse reasons, facts, and opinion.

4. Tourist guides should have oratory. People who have oratory have

the following characteristics;

4.1 They clearly speak.

4.2 Their speaking style and rhythm is suitable.

4.3 They suitably use language.

4.4 They correctly use language and can clearly

communicate.

4.5 They sequentially speak in order to make other people

easily understand.

4.6 They can stimulate other people to intend to listen what

they speak with out boredom.

5. Tourist guides should love their job. This is the heart of working. 

People who love their job are enthusiastic and happy to work. So their job is efficient. 

Tourist guides who love their job like to take care of tourists. They love to explain the 

information to tourists. They are enthusiastic to lead tourists to visit strange places. 

They are pleased to willingly give good experiences to tourists. They love to seek 

more knowledge in order to make their performance have efficiency. And they are 

satisfied to develop their job.

As for 5 qualifications, tourist guides must have ability to clearly express

such qualifications. Tourist guides must have the following ability;
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1. Ability of language. As tourist guides must mainly use spoken 

language, they must have ability to well use their language and other foreign 

languages. They must be able to fluently and correctly communicate with tourists. 

The tour companies require tourist guides who have ability of language. For example, 

the tourist guide recruitment regulations of Diethelm Company stipulate that tourist 

guides must mainly depends on speaking, therefore, the company must mainly 

consider spoken language of tourist guides who also must have the following 

qualifications;

1.1 Those people used to be tourist guides and have 

standard working ability.

1.2 Those people graduating in any fields from the foreign 

country must have good knowledge of spoken, read and written language.

1.3 Those people must pass the training on the tourist guide 

subject jointly organized by various institutes and Tourism Authority of Thailand.

1.4 Those people must graduate in the field of tourism 

from the private and state institutes.

1.5 Those people graduating form the institutes in the 

country and in the foreign countries must have ability to speak, listen, and understand 

foreign languages.

1.6 Those people must have good personality.

Tourist guides who have ability of language and oratory will 

efficiently perform duties.

2. Academic ability. Tourist guides must have the following

knowledge;

2.1 Knowledge of tourist attractions such as location,

background, geography, physical characteristics, transportation, accommodation,

tourism activities, etc.

2.2 Knowledge of Thai identity such as cultural arts,

architecture, tradition, way of life, religion, belief, custom, food, polities, etc.

2.3 Other knowledge involving tourists such as foreign

currency, history and culture of various countries, the world events in the present time,
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service and accommodation rate of the hotel, customs regulations, entertainment

places, product selling places, and first aids, etc.

3. Guiding ability which is the heart of the tourist guide career.

Although tourist guides have 5 qualifications, ability of language, and academic

ability, their work is not successful if they do not have the guiding ability.

3.1 Time arranging ability, Good tourist guides must be 

able to suitably arrange time to lead tourists to visit various places according to the 

tourism programs. And tourists completely visited various places according to the 

tourism program without tiredness or boredom. Tourist guides must survey tourism 

routes in advance and suitably arrange time for leading tourists to visit each place. 

And they should give tourists time for privacy. For example, they should allow 

tourists to freely walk to see the point which they are specially interested. They 

should allow tourists to take photos, do their personal activities, drink water, eat 

snacks, and buy souvenirs.

3.2 Tourist analyzing ability. Good tourist guides must be 

able to analyze their tourists’ special interest in order to suitably meet tourists’ need. 

For example, if tourists are interested to see arts and architecture, tourist guides 

should mainly lead tourists to see arts and architecture in various places and 

thoroughly explain the information. If tourists are only interested to take photos and 

buy souvenirs, tourist guides should briefly explain general information which tourists 

should know. Tourist guides should give tourists more freely time to do what they 

want within time specified in the tourism program. Tourist guides can analyzers 

tourists by studying national characteristics of various countries. For example, French 

people are interested in history and archaeology. American people like the adventure 

tourism. Asian people like to take photos and buy products. Tourists’ sex, age, and 

education can also determine tourists’ interest.

3.3 Interest stimulating ability, good tourist guides must be 

able to make tourists receive pleasure throughout the tourism program. Tourist guides 

must use their knowledge of the tourist sites and interesting places to explain the 

information to tourists. As for the long distance travel, tourist guides should have 

knowledge of organizing activities in order to help make tourists mutually have 

familiarity.
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3.4 Convenience and service giving ability, good tourist 

guides must take care of tourists by making tourists visit various places with pleasure 

comfort, and safety. Before leading tourists to visit various places each time, tourist 

guides should check preparedness of vehicles and repeatedly inform tourist about 

accommodation and other related places.

4. Problem solving ability, Good tourist guides must be able to

quickly and correctly solve instant problems by mainly thinking of tourists’ benefits.

As for the travel by boat, there may be an accident. The boat may sink and tourists

cannot help themselves because they cannot swim. As for this case, tourist guides

should solve the problem by checking that whether there are good lifebuoys in the

boat. And tourist guides should pass the drowning people rescuing curriculum or

know how to help drowning people.

After reviewing the above mentioned literatures, the researcher could

conclude international tourists’ and stakeholders’ expectations of competency and

ability of monastery tour guides as follows; Monastery tour guides should have the

competency and ability of human relationship, which will create first impression and

friendship to tourists. Tourist guides should have the competency and ability of

knowledge. They should have knowledge of the monastery where they lead tourists to

visit such as background of the monastery, cultural arts, architecture, related local

literatures, tradition, way of life of the community near the monastery, religion, belief,

custom, and food of the local community. Tourist guides should have guiding

competency and ability which are the heart of monastery tour guides. Tourist guides

who have guiding ability can lead tourists to visit various places by making tourists

receive pleasure, knowledge, and real relaxation. So, tourists do not feel tired and

bored with the travel. Tourist guides who have guiding ability have good oratory as

follows;

1. Tourist guides should clearly speak. Their speaking rhythm and 

style are suitably. Tourist guides should not slowly or quickly speak.

2. Tourist guides should have ability of language. Apart from good 

knowledge of Thai and foreign languages, monastery tour guides should have more 

knowledge of Pale and Sanskrit and Buddhist vocabularies used by monks. And they 

should suitably use language and clearly communicate.
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3. Tourist guides should suitably arrange time to lead tourists to 

completely visit the interesting places according to the tourism programs. They should 

give enough time to tourists to study and see various things by themselves or make 

merit.

4. Tourist guides should have ability to well analyse tourists. For 

example, tourists who are students may be interested in background, arts, architecture. 

While old tourists are interested to visit the monastery because they want to offer food 

to the monks, chant the prayers, or listen to the sermons.

5. Tourist guides should have ability to create good atmosphere and 

simulate interest. For example, tourist guides should provide some activities for 

tourists to do during the visit to various places such as playing, ask and answer game 

and giving rewards to tourists.

6. Tourist guides should have ability to give services and 

convenience to tourists such as making appointment and providing the information of 

the monastery such as itinerary, preparation, various practices which tourists should 

know. For example, when tourist guides lead tourists to visit Wat Phrasrirattana 

Sasadaram, they should tell tourists to suitably dress. Tourists must take off shoes 

when they enter the ordination hall. Female tourists cannot touch monks’ body. 

Tourist guides should tell tourists that whether the officers of the monastery allow 

tourists to take photos or films. Tourist guides should tell tourists to prepare 

belongings and give tourists various advice. And tourist guides should thoroughly and 

equally take care of tourists.

And tourist guides should have the instant problem solving competency and

ability. If tourist guides want to well solve the instant problems, they must well

prepare by studying in advance about problems which may occur during the travel,

studying problem solving steps, and preparing equipment or methods in advance.

Importantly, tourist guides should have stable mind and be prudent. For example, they

should prepare suitable clothes for tourists who may unsuitably dress when they visit

various monasteries.
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2.8 Related researches and literatures

2.8.1 Researches on expectations

Thabthim Suwanprapha (1998: 83-84) studied on “Expectations and

Need of People to Participate in Revival of Tham Chiang Dao”. She found that

people’s expectations of the condition of the tourist attraction had relation with

personal factors of the living duration, realization of the problem of the tourist

attraction had deterioration, and receipt of the information on tourism but significantly

had no relation with the personal factor of economic motive.

Wichit Ukachote (2002: 61-69) studied on “Tourists’ Expectation

and Satisfaction with Participation in the Activity called Long Gang Nam Wa, Mae

Rim District, Nan Province.” He found that tourists’ knowledge and understanding of

ecotourism had relation with expectation of tourism management for preserving

nature and environment and friendliness of local people at the significant level of

0.05. Tourists having good knowledge and understanding had considerable

expectations of such issue. Tourists having little knowledge had no expectation or

little expectation. So, tourism should be managed to be consistent with tourists’

knowledge and understanding.

2.8.2 Researches on competency and ability of tourist guides

Phuangbunga Phoomphanich (1992: 42-48) studied on “Elements

which have Relation with Attitudes towards the Tourist Guide Career.” She used 3

sample groups who were professional tourist guides, students majoring in Tourism,

and students majoring in other fields. There search results found that 3 sample groups

had attitudes towards the tourist guide career in the moderate level. Top five abilities

of tourist guides were as follows; Tourist guides should have knowledge of

accommodation, reservation system, and related taxes. They should have ability to use

at least 2 foreign languages. They should have knowledge and understanding of Thai

heritages. They should work by thinking of other people’s mind. And they should

realize to create good image to the country.
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Krit Jaroenthong (1997: 96) studied on “Visit to Tham Lord” with

Local Guides, Tham Lord Sub – district, Rangmapha District, Mae Hong Sorn

Province.” The research results found that local guides face problems and obstacles as

follows; Local guides had no knowledge of languages and oratory so they could not

well explain various information. Most local guides could not well speak other

languages except local language or the northern Thai language. These was because

most tourist guides were lowly educated or were not educated. Moreover, most local

guides still lacked correct knowledge of background, geography, physical

characteristics, and traditions of tourist sites.

Panadda Phakdeephuwadon (1997: 75-82) studied on Thai Tourist

Guides’ Communication for Encouraging Tourists’ Behavior of Environmental

Conservation. The research results found that most sample groups had the knowledge

of environmental conservation in the moderate level. Tourist guides’ knowledge of

environmental conservation had no relation with tourist guides’ communication for

encouraging the behavior on environmental conservation. The tourist guides,

communication for encouraging the behavior on environmental conservation was

different according to sex at the significant level of 0.01. While the communication

methods were different according to sex and working duration at the significant level

of 0.0.5.

Weiler and Davis (1973 cited by Wannaphorn Wanitchanukorn,

1997: 66) studied on “Various Roles, which nature tour guides in Australia should

express for suitably leading tourists to visit various places.” The research results find

that, as for the travel with responsibility for the environments, tourist guides should

provide activities which cause least impacts on the environments. And tourist guides

should not excessively utilize the ecosystems. So, tourist guides must have knowledge

of the ecosystem and conservation principles. Explain the information on

environments in the tourist attraction to tourists in order to make tourists have more

responsibility.

Phanthip Athipanjaphong (2000: 114) studied on “Tourist guides’

roles in encouraging tourists’ conscience of conservation tourism: Case study of Thai

Adventure and Conservation Tourism Association.” The research results found that

tourist guides’ roles in encouraging tourists’ conscience were in the moderate level
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such as roles in giving knowledge and leading or stimulating tourists to suitably act

during the travel. As for problems and obstacles, tourist guides had no knowledge and

experiences of conservation tourism. Tourist guides lacked skills to motivate tourists

to see the significance of conservation tourism.

After reviewing literatures, the researcher found that there are researches on

tourist guides expectations and competency and ability of the environmental

conservation tourism. But no researches mentioned cultural tourism, especially the

monastery tour which was a model of the sustainable tourism industry supported and

encouraged by the government for being on industry which creates income to the

country. Moreover, no researches studied in the international tourists who are the

target group for Thailand to pioneer the tourism market according to the government

policies. Therefore, the researcher though that it was very necessary to do a research

on international tourists’ and stakeholders’ expectations of competency and ability of

monastery tour guides in order to help develop competency and ability of monastery

tour guides to have quality.
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

 
The researcher did a research on “International Tourists’ and Stakeholders’ 

Expectations of Competency and Ability of Monastery Tour Guides by having 3 

following objectives; First, the researcher wanted to study international tourists’ and 

stakeholders’ expectations of competency and ability of monastery tour guides. 

Second, the researcher wanted to study the competency and ability of tourist guides in 

the present time. And finally, the researcher wanted to study the guidelines of suitably 

developing the competency and ability of the monastery tour guides. The researcher 

used Descriptive Research to answer problems according to such objectives. The 

researcher did the quantitative research as follows; 

 
3.1 Scope of the study 
 

Target populations 

Populations used for this research were as follows; 

1. International tourists in the Asian region, who visited monasteries 

in Bangkok and could communicate in English.  

2. Stakeholders involving the monastery tour, who were staff and 

tourism business operators who arranging the monastery tour program for tourists and 

key informants who were officers of the monasteries, abbots, and tourism experts. 

 
Determination of the sampling size 

1. The researcher collected the quantitative data of international 

tourists in the Asian region. As the researcher collected data by using the 

questionnaire, the researcher determined the sampling size for the study. Reliability of 

the sample groups in this study was 90% by allowing error of the sample groups by 

10% 
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Formula   

 

  

When  n  =  the sampling size 

   N  =  Population size representing number of 

international tourists who were Asian people and traveled to visit Wat 

Phraseerattanasartsadararm in May 2004. The researcher collected data from 90,078  

international tourists for 30 days 

  e = Error = ± 10%    

 
The researcher collected data from this questionnaire by allowing the 

error of the sample groups by 10%. The sampling size was 99.89 people or about 100 

people. As the researcher wanted to receive the complete information of the 

questionnaire and prevent the sample groups from giving incomplete information, the 

researcher collected data by increasingly using the questionnaire by 10% from the 

sampling size. Therefore, the researcher calculated collection of data deriving from 

the questionnaire by using the sampling size of 110 people for collection of data from 

4 monasteries.  

2.  As for collection of data from the stakeholders involving the 

monastery tour, the researcher could not clearly determine number of populations. So, 

the researcher determined the sampling size under the condition of analytical 

sufficiency and the duration which the researcher could collect the primary data. If 

there were few population size, the researcher studied total populations without 

random sampling. 

 
Random sampling 

As for this researcher, the researcher used Accidental Sampling. The 

sample groups were international tourists in the Asian region and could communicate 

in English. The researcher collected data from people who used the monastery tour 

services from the tour companies. 

 

n =       N 
       1+ Ne2 
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Target area  

The researcher chose 4 monasteries as the research area such as Wat 

Benchamabopitr Dusitvanarm (Marble Temple), Wat Arunrajawararam 

Rajwaramahaviharn (Temple of Dawn), Wat Phra Chetuphon-Vimolmangklararm 

Rajwaramahaviharn (Wat Pho), and Wat Phrasrirattana Sasadaram (the Temple of the 

Emerald Buddha) because these monasteries were specified in the tourism programs 

of various tour companies and were famous tourist attractions in Bangkok, where 

international tourists in the Asian region liked to visit. 

 
3.2 Data Collection 
 

As for this research, the researcher studied expectations of international 

tourists in the Asian region and stakeholders involving the monastery tour. The 

information used for this research was divided into 2 categories as follows; 

1. Secondary Data: The researcher initially studied Secondary Data 

by collecting data from various documents such as basic information of populations, 

physical information of the studied area, various statistics of populations, report of the 

study results and academic documents involving the tourism, and other related studies. 

2. Primary Data: The researcher wrote a letter in order to ask Dean of 

Faculty of Social Sciences and Humanities to submit the letters to the abbots of Wat 

Benchamabopitr Dusitvanarm, Wat Arunrajawararam Rajwaramahaviharn, Wat Phra 

Chetuphon-Vimolmangklararm Rajwaramahaviharn, and General of the Grand Palace 

in the part of Wat Phrasrirattana Sasadaram in order to ask permission to collect data 

from tourists visiting the monasteries. The researcher collected data throughout 

August, 2003 according to the questionnaire designed to be consistent with the 

research objectives. The researcher collected data from the stakeholders by using the 

question guides for the in-depth analysis of data and collect data by expressing 

general part. Therefore, the researcher gave significance to the information sources 

and the meaning of information under the opinion of key informants. When the 

researcher considered the phenomena through the opinion of people who stayed in 

such phenomena, the researcher had methods to help develop the competency and 

ability of the monastery tour guides for use in analysis of the research results. 
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3.3 Data collection methods 
 

3.3.1 The researcher studied and collected data from related documents and 

agencies. 

3.3.2 The researcher collected primary data. 

3.3.3 The researcher designed the tools and data collection methods. 

3.3.4 The researcher collected data by using the questionnaire and interview. 

The researcher submitted the letters to the abbots of 3 monasteries and the chiefs 

involving the monastery tour, who were Secretary - General of the Grand Palace, 

Governor of Tourism Authority of Thailand, Director of Tourism Division, Bangkok 

Metropolitan Permanent – Secretary Office, Chairman of Thai Tourism Business 

Association, Chairman of Professional Tourist Guide Association, and tourism 

business operators in order to ask permission to make appointment on the date, time 

and place agencies 2 weeks in advance. After various agencies accepted the 

appointment, the researcher traveled to collect data throughout August, 2003. There 

were 2 sample groups: 1) People who were surveyed by the questionnaire 2) People 

who were interviewed. 

 
Designing the questionnaire 

1. Questionnaire preparing steps. 

1.1 The researcher prepared the questionnaire. 

1.2 The researcher initially studied tourists’ information 

before designing the questionnaire. And the researcher studied the background of the 

monasteries, ancient places, ancient objects, and material arts. 

2. Questionnaire using steps 

2.1 The researcher introduced himself and informed 

tourists about the questionnaire objectives. 

2.2 The researcher allowed tourists to answer the 

questionnaire according to the sequence of questions. 

2.3 The researcher collected data. 
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The interview making process 

1. Interview preparing steps 

1.1  The researcher prepared the interview and equipment 

such as a recorder. 

1.2 The researcher studied the information on the 

background of monasteries and competency and ability of tourist guides before data 

collection.  

1.3 The researcher initially sent interviewees the 

questions used for interview so that the interviewees could study such questions in 

order to have more knowledge and understanding of the research objectives and 

benefits. 

2 Interviewing steps 

2.1 The researcher introduced himself and informed the 

interviewees about the interviewing objectives. 

2.2 The researcher began interviewing according to the 

sequence of questions. 

2.3 The researcher asked permission to record data by the 

cassette tape during the interview. 

2.4 They researcher thanked the interviewees after 

interviewing. 

 
3.4 The research tool 

 
1. The tool used for studying international tourists in the Asian region and 

designed according to the research objectives was the questionnaire on expectations 

of the guiding competency and ability. Such questionnaire was divided into 3 parts as 

follows; 

Part 1 Questionnaire on general information of respondents such as 

sex, age, religion, nationality, race, marital status, education, occupation, income, and 

Thai monastery tour experiences in the past. There were 11 questions which were 

close – ended and open – ended questions. 
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Part 2 Questionnaire on tourists’ expectation level of the 

competency and ability of monastery tour guides and the real competency and ability 

level of the monastery tour guides in the present time, which were divided into 4 

aspect. There were 24 questions. The questions were 4 – level Rating Scale for 

preventing error of the information deriving from tourists. 

Expectations of monastery tourists meant tourists’ need 

level for various abilities of the monastery tour guides in Thailand, such as 1) Ability 

of human relationship, 2) Ability of knowledge, 3) Guiding ability, and 4) problem 

solving ability evaluated from the respondents by having the rating scale as follows; 

 3.26 – 4.00 meant  greatest need level 

 2.51 – 3.25 meant  great need level 

 1.76 – 2.50 meant  little need level 

 1.00 – 1.75 meant   least need level 

 
Real competency and ability of the monastery tour guides 

in the present time meant 4 aspect ability level of the monastery tour guides in 

Thailand, expressed to tourists such as 1) Ability of human relationship, 2) Ability of 

knowledge, 3) Guiding ability, and 4) problem solving ability, which evaluated from 

the respondents who were international tourists and stakeholders by having the rating 

scale as follows; 

 3.26 – 4.00 meant  greatest ability level 

 2.51 – 3.25 meant  great ability level 

 1.76 – 2.50 meant  little ability level 

 1.00 – 1.75 meant   least ability level 

 
Part 3 Questionnaire on recommendations and guidelines for 

encouraging and developing the competency and ability of the monastery tour guides. 

There were open – ended questions. The respondents had to express their opinion and 

recommendations. 

The researcher collected data for 30 days. As tourists had to visit various 

places specified in the tourism program, it was rather difficult for them to have the 

opportunity to answer the questionnaire because they did not have enough time to 
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answer the questionnaire. However, the researcher totally received back 110 

questionnaires from tourists. After examining completeness of the questionnaire, the 

researcher found that there were 100 questionnaires which information could be 

analyzed. 

2. The tool used for studying the stakeholders was Interview Guide. There 

were 5 open – ended questions on expectation, problem, and obstacle to the 

competency and ability of the monastery tour guides together with problem solution 

and recommendations for use as the guidelines for developing quality and 

competency and ability of the monastery tour guides. 

As the researcher wanted to interview related people, the researcher 

submitted the letter in order to ask Dean of Faculty of Social Sciences and Humanities 

to submit the letters to related people for interview. The researcher collected data 

throughout August, 2003. The researcher interviewed the following people according 

to the question issues; 

1. Tourism Business operators 

- President Association of Thai Travel Agents 

- Hon. Secretary General Association of Thai Travel 

Agents 

- Managing Director of Noom Sao Tours Co., Ltd. 

- Managing Director of Special Journey Co., Ltd. 

- Managing Director of Bangkok Sight Seeing Co., Ltd. 

- Business Development Manager of Mr. Travel Co., Ltd. 

2. Representatives of the monasteries 

- Assistant Abbot of Wat Phra Chetuphon-

Vimolmangklararm Rajwaramahaviharn  

- Assistant Abbot of Wat Arunrajawararam 

Rajwaramahaviharn 

- Monk chief guide of Wat Benchamabopitr Dusitvanarm 

- Section chief of Wat Phrasrirattana Sasadaram 

3. Experts 

- Director of Tourism Division Bangkok Metropolitan 

Permanent Secretary Office 
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- Tourist Guide and Tourism Business Registrar, Tourism 

Authority of Thailand 

- Tourism Development Staff 6, Tourism Authority of 

Thailand 

- President of Professional Guide Association 

- Committee of Profession Guide Association 

 

Development of the research tool 

As for design for the research tools, some parts of the tools were 

designed by the researcher while some parts of the tools were adapted from the tools 

of various researches. The tool designing steps were as follows; 

1. The researcher studied related documents, textbooks, and 

researches for use as the information for determining models and contents of the 

questionnaire and interview. 

2. The researcher determined the content scope for designing the 

questionnaire and interview by covering the studied issue. 

3. The researcher presented the questionnaire and interview to the 

thesis control professors for examination. 

4. The researcher improved the questionnaire and the interview for 

Content Validity according to recommendations and correction of the thesis control 

professors. 

5. The researcher tried out the improved questionnaire and 

interview. 

 
Trying out and improving the tool 

The researcher presented the tools to the adviser and experts for 

examination of content validity. Then, the researcher tried out the questionnaire with 

20 tourists having the same qualifications as the sample groups in July, 2003 at Wat 

Phrasrirattana Sasadaram. As most international tourists visited such monastery 

according to the tourism programs of the tour companies, they were like the centre or 

good representatives for the visit to the monasteries in Bangkok. The researcher tried 

out the interview with the experts by interviewing the officers of Professional Tourist 
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Guide Association. After that, the researcher checked the questionnaire and interview 

and gave scores by analyzing Difficulty – Easiness, Discrimination, and Reliability of 

the tools for finding defect. Then, the researcher improved and printed the research 

tools for more completeness. After that, the researcher used such tools to collect real 

data from 2 sample groups in August 2004. 

 
Measurement of tourists’ expectation level and the real competency and 

ability of the monastery tour guides 

The researcher measured tourists’ expectation level of the 

competency and ability of the monastery tour guides and the real competency and 

ability of the monastery tour guides in the present time. And the researcher found 

Reliability of such issue by using Cronbach’s Alpha Coefficient as follows; (1970 

cited by Buntham Kijpreedaborisut, 1997: 212) 

  

rtt =  

 

When rtt = Reliability of the questionnaire 

k = Number of questions 

Σ S2
i = the sum of Variance in each question 

S2
sum    = Variance of total scores of the questionnaire 

 
After the test by using SPSS for Windows Version 11.0, According 

to the analysis results, Reliability of the questionnaire on tourists’ expectation level of 

the competency and ability of the monastery tour guides was 0.95. While the real 

competency and ability of the monastery tour guides in the present time was 0.94. 

Then, the questionnaire was suitable to use as a research tool in this study.  

 
3.5 Data analysis 
 

The researcher used Descriptive Analysis for quantitative data by expressing 

Frequency, Percentage, and Mean by describing the qualifications of the sample 

groups who were international tourists in the Asian region and stakeholders and the 

    K                  Σ S2
i 

               1- 
    K-1                S2

sum 
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sample groups’ expectations of the competency and ability of the monastery tour 

guides, problem solving methods, and various recommendations. 

1. General information on populations: The researcher determined 

Nominal Scale by analyzing with Descriptive Statistics by expressing Frequency and 

Percentage. 

2. The information on sample groups’ expectations of the 

monastery tour guides’ competency and ability of human relation, knowledge, guiding, 

and problem solving and the information on the real competency and ability of the 

monastery tour guides. The researcher determined Interval Scale for such information 

and analyses with Descriptive Statistics by expressing Mean and Standard Deviation. 

As for analysis of data deriving from stakeholders, the researcher examined 

the obtained information after collection every time for more accuracy and 

completeness of the information. The researcher collected more data involving the 

issues. The researcher compiled and analyzed contents of the information. The 

researcher used concepts and theories to analyze in general. After that, the researcher 

concluded the information in general.  
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 
 
 

As for this research, the researcher studied international tourists and 

stakeholders expectations of competency and ability of monastery tour guides. The 

researcher used the questionnaire for international tourists, and the interview guide for 

stakeholders who were tourism business operators, officers of the monasteries and 

tourism experts. As for this part, the researcher mentioned the research results which 

were collection of secondary data and primary data. The research results contained the 

topics according to the research objectives as follows;  

1. The researcher wanted to study international tourists’ 

expectations of the competency and ability of the monastery tour guides and opinion 

on the real competency and ability of the monastery tour guides in the present time. 

2. The researcher wanted to study stakeholder’s expectations of the 

competency and ability of the monastery tour guides and opinion on the real 

competency and ability of the monastery tour guides in the present time. 

3. The researcher wanted to study the guidelines of suitably 

developing the competency and ability of the monastery tour guides.  

The research results were consistent with the objectives as follows; 

4.1 The information deriving from the sample groups who were 

international tourists. 

4.1.1 Basic information of the sample groups such as sex, 

age, religion, nationality, race, marital status, the highest educational level, 

occupation, annual net income, Thai monastery tour experiences in the past, and 

traveling characteristics of the sample groups visiting the monasteries in Bangkok. 

4.1.2 Tourists’ expectations of the competency and ability 

of the monastery tour guides and tourists opinion on the real competency and ability 

of the monastery tour guides in the present time, which was divided into 4 aspect such 

as the competency and ability of human relationship, the competency and ability of 
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knowledge, guiding competency and ability, and problem solving competency and 

ability. 

4.2 The information deriving from stakeholders who were tourism 

business operators, officers of the monasteries and experts involving the monastery 

tour. 

4.2.1 Basic information of the sample groups such as sex, 

age, religion, nationality, race, marital status, the highest educational level, agency, 

and working duration.  

4.2.2 Stakeholders’ expectations of the competency and 

ability of the monastery tour guides and stakeholders opinion on the real competency 

and ability of the monastery tour guides in the present time, which was divided into 4 

aspect such as the competency and ability of human relationship, the competency and 

ability of knowledge, guiding competency and ability, and problem solving 

competency and ability. 

4.3 Recommendations which were significant to development of the 

competency and ability of the monastery tour guides. 

 
4.1  The information deriving from international tourists 
 

4.1.1 Basic information of the sample groups  

 
As for the research results, the researcher received the information 

from 100 international tourists who could communicate in English and visited 4 

monasteries in Bangkok such as Wat Benchamabopitr Dusitvanarm (Marble Temple), 

Wat Arunrajawararam Rajwaramahaviharn (Temple of Dawn), Wat Phra Chetuphon-

Vimolmangklararm Rajwaramahaviharn (Wat Pho), and Wat Phrasrirattana Sasadaram 

(the Temple of the Emerald Buddha) according to the following tables; 

Table 1 showed percentage of the sample groups who were international 

tourists visiting the monasteries. 56% of international tourists were female. Greatest 

international tourists visiting the monasteries in Thailand were 20-29 years old and 

30-39 years old. Average age of international tourists was 33.28 years old (about 33 

years old) with standard deviation of 9.52. 
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Table 1  Percentage of international tourists visiting the monasteries (n=100) 

classified by sex and age 

 

Basic information Percentage 

Sex:   
Male 44.0 
Female 56.0 

Total 100.0 
Age:   

Below 19 years old 6.0 
20-29 years old 36.0 
30-39 years old 36.0 
40-49 years old 16.0 
Over 50 years old 6.0 

Total 100.0 
x 33.28 years 
S.D. 9.52  

 
Table 2  Percentage of international tourists visiting the monasteries (n=100) 

classified by Nationality, race, and religion 

 

Basic information Percentage 

Nationality:   
Chinese 19.0 
Japanese 18.0 
Malaysian 12.0 
Laotian 12.0 
Vietnamese 12.0 
Singaporean 10.0 
Philippine 9.0 
Indian 8.0 

Total 100.0 
Race:   

Chinese 19.0 
Japanese 18.0 
Malaysian 12.0 
Laotian 12.0 
Vietnamese 12.0 
Singaporean 10.0 
Philippine 9.0 
Indian 8.0 

Total 100.0 
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Table 2  Percentage of international tourists visiting the monasteries (n=100) 

classified by Nationality, race, and religion (Cont.) 

 
Basic information Percentage 

Religion  
Buddhism 50.0 
Christianity 30.0 
Islam 12.0 
Hinduism 8.0 

Total 100.0 
 

According to Table 2, 19% of international tourists visiting the monasteries 

had Chinese nationality. While there were least tourists having Indian nationality. 

19% of international tourists had Chinese race. 18% of international tourists had 

Japanese race. There were least tourists having Indian race. 50% of international 

tourists visiting the monasteries were Buddhists. 

 
Table 3  Percentage of international tourists visiting the monasteries (n=100) 

classified by the marital status and the highest educational level 

 

Basic information Percentage 

Marital status  
Single 54.0 
Married 40.0 
Widowed  6.0 

Total 100.0 
The highest educational level  

Primary level 3.0 
Secondary level 6.0 
Vocational level/ Diploma 11.0 
Bachelor Degree 63.0 
Higher than Bachelor Degree 17.0 

Total 100.0 
 

According to Table 3, 54% of international tourists visiting the monasteries 

were single. The highest educational level of the greatest of international tourists was 

the Bachelor Degree.  
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Table 4  Percentage of international tourists visiting the monasteries (n=100) 

classified by annual net income (U.S. Dollars) and occupation  

 

Basic information Percentage 

Annual net income   
Below 25,000 U.S. Dollars 29.0 
25,001-50,000 U.S. Dollars 17.0 
50,001-75,000 U.S. Dollars 25.0 
Over 75,001 U.S. Dollars 29.0 

Total 100.0 
Mean (x) 50,147.00 U.S. Dollars  
S.D. 31,840.49 

Occupation   
Staff of the private companies  42.0 
Personal business 22.0 
Officers/Employees in the state enterprise 18.0 
Student  13.0 
Housewife 5.0 

Total 100.0 
 

According to Table 4, Annual net income of international tourists visiting 

the monasteries was 50,147 U.S. Dollars (Standard deviation = 31,840.49). Greatest 

of international tourists visiting the monasteries are staff of the private companies and 

22% of tourists did their personal business. 

 
Table 5 Percentage of international tourists visiting the monasteries classified by 

monastery tour characteristics (n=100), satisfaction with the monastery 

tour experiences in the past (n=75), and traveling characteristics (n=100)  

 

Basic information Percentage 

Monastery tour characteristics (n=100)  
1.  International tourists used to visit the 

monasteries 
75.00 

-  with the monastery tour guides 74.67 
-  without the monastery tour guides 25.33 

2.  International tourists never visited 
the monasteries 

25.00 

Total 100.00 
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Table 5 Percentage of international tourists visiting the monasteries classified by 

monastery tour characteristics (n=100), satisfaction with the monastery 

tour experiences in the past (n=75), and traveling characteristics (n=100) 

(Cont.)  

 

Basic information Percentage 

Satisfaction with the monastery tour 
experiences in the past (n=75) 

 

Greatest  26.76 
Great  52.00 
Moderate 21.30 

Total 100.00 
Traveling characteristics for this time (n=100)  

Traveling alone  5.0 
Traveling with family 29.0 
Traveling with friends 39.0 
Traveling with the organization/company 27.0 

Total 100.0 
 

Table 5 showed the information on international tourists’ monastery tour 

experiences. 75% of international tourists used to visit the monasteries in Thailand. 

74.67% of international tourists used to visit the monasteries with the tourist guides. 

As for international tourists’ satisfaction with the monastery tour experiences in the 

past, the researcher found that 52% of the sample groups were considerably satisfied 

with the monastery tour guides. As for the traveling characteristics, 39% of the 

sample groups traveled to visit the monasteries in Thailand with their friends.     

 
4.1.2 Tourists’ expectations of the competency and ability of the 

monastery tour guides and tourists opinion on the real competency and ability of 

the monastery tour guides in the present time  

 
According to the research results of international tourists’ 

expectations of the competency and ability of the monastery tour guides and tourists’ 

opinion on the real competency and ability of the monastery tour guides in the present 

time, there were 4 aspect competency and ability of the monastery tour guides as 

follows; the competency and ability of human relationship, the competency and 
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ability of knowledge, guiding competency and ability, and problem solving 

competency and ability by having the rating scale as follows; 

3.26 – 4.00 meant greatest level 

2.51 – 3.25  meant great level 

1.76 – 2.50 meant little level 

1.00 – 1.75  meant least level 

 
Table 6  Mean and standard deviation of international tourists’ expectations of the 

competency and ability of the monastery tour guides and tourists’ opinion 

on the real competency and ability of the monastery tour guides in the 

present time, classified by 4 aspect competency and ability 

 

Expectation level 

The real 
competency and 

ability level in the 
present time 

Items 

Mean1  S.D.1 Mean2 S.D.2 
1. The competency and ability of 
human relationship 

    

1)  Joyful 3.16 0.92 2.90 0.89 
2)  Courteously 3.45 0.89 2.96 0.85 
3)  Generously 3.33 0.75 3.08 0.76 
4)  Tactful 3.26 0.73 2.86 0.91 

Total  3.30 0.83 2.95 0.86 
     

2. The competency and ability of 
knowledge 

    

A.  Knowledge of the monasteries     
1)  Background 3.44 0.67 3.24 0.74 
2)  Painting and architecture 3.26 0.80 2.86 0.98 
3)  Ancient places and ancient 

objects 
3.24 0.75 3.05 0.64 

4)  Symbol  3.41 0.77 2.97 0.94 
B.  Knowledge about the Locality and 

Thai identity 
    

1)  Local literature 2.98 0.82 2.74 0.71 
2)  Culture / custom / tradition 3.50 0.75 3.13 0.76 
3)  Food 3.47 0.73 2.96 0.86 
4)  Belief in Buddhism  3.37 0.84 3.08 0.72 
5)  Other knowledge 3.39 0.72 2.97 0.76 

Total 3.34 0.77 3.00 0.81 
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Table 6  Mean and standard deviation of international tourists’ expectations of the 

competency and ability of the monastery tour guides and tourists’ opinion 

on the real competency and ability of the monastery tour guides in the 

present time, classified by 4 aspect competency and ability (Cont.) 

 

Expectation level 

The real 
competency and 

ability level in the 
present time 

Items 

Mean1  S.D.1 Mean2 S.D.2 
3. Guiding competency and ability     

A.  Having oratory     
1)  Tone and rhythm 3.49 0.64 2.68 0.72 
2)  Level of language in use 3.51 0,70 2.88 0.83 
3)  Correctly using language with 

clearly communicating 
3.40 0.77 2.99 0.80 

4)  Being able to listen and 
understand foreign languages 

3.46 0.73 2.95 0.83 

B.  Suitability of monastery tour 
management 

    

1)  Using time for the monastery 
tour management 

3.09 0.99 2.96 0.79 

2)  Creating atmosphere and 
stimulating interest 

2.98 0.91 2.51 0.93 

3)  Giving services and convenience 3.25 0.77 2.67 0.73 
Total 3.31 0.82 2.81 0.82 
     

4. Problem solving competency and 
ability 

    

1)  First aids 3.24 0.77 2.60 0.87 
2)  Intelligence 3.34 0.81 2.81 0.81 
3)  Good coordinating and 

preparation 
3.53 0.70 2.96 0.82 

4)  Controlling the situation 3.51 0.70 2.95 0.76 
Total  3.41 0.75 2.83 0.82 

 
Details of Table 6 were as follows; 

 
1. The competency and ability of human relationship 

 
The competency and ability of human relationship could create 

friendship and good impression between tourist guides and tourists. Such competency 

and ability could make tourists trust tourist guides. The research results found that 

greatest international tourists had greatest expectations of the monastery tour guides’ 
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competency and ability of human relationship (Mean = 3.30). While, tourists thought 

that the monastery tour guides had the real competency and ability of human 

relationship in the present time in the great level (Mean = 2.95). Moreover, mean of 

the tourists’ expectations of the monastery tour guides’ competency and ability of 

human relationship and mean of tourists’ opinion on the monastery tour guides’ real 

competency and ability of human relationship in the present time was different. 

Tourists had greatest expectations of the monastery tour guides’ various qualifications 

such as Friendly, Generously, and Tactful with the mean of 3.45, 3.33, and 3.26, 

respectively. While, tourists thought that the monastery tour guides had the real 

competency and ability of the above mentioned qualifications in the present time with 

the mean of 2.96, 3.08, and 2.86, respectively. The sample groups had great 

expectations of the monastery tour guides’ competency and ability of human 

relationship such as Joyful with the mean of 3.16. Tourists thought that the monastery 

tour guides had the real competency and ability of such qualification in the present 

time with the mean of 2.90. This was because tourists believed that Joyfulness was the 

basic qualification of every tourist guide. 

The researcher could conclude the research results as follows; the 

monastery tour guides had real competency and ability of human relationship in the 

present time in the great level. While, tourists had greatest expectations on the 

competency and ability of human relationship. 

 
2. The competency and ability of knowledge 
 
Tourist guides should always seek more knowledge. Apart from the 

specific knowledge of the monasteries which were the tourist sites, tourist guides 

should have general knowledge of various situations, locality, and tradition so that 

they could explain the information or answer tourists’ questions. This would satisfy 

tourists. The research results found that greatest international tourists had greatest 

expectations of the monastery tour guides’ competency and ability of knowledge 

(Mean = 3.34). While, tourists thought that the monastery tour guides had the real 

competency and ability of knowledge in the present time in the great level (Mean = 

3.00). Mean of the tourists’ expectations of the monastery tour guides’ competency 

and ability of knowledge and mean of tourists’ opinion on the monastery tour guides’ 
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real competency and ability of knowledge in the present time was different. Tourists 

had greatest expectations of the monastery tour guides’ competency and ability of 

knowledge of the monastery such as Background, Painting and architecture, and 

Symbol with the mean of 3.44, 3.26, and 3.41, respectively. And tourists had greatest 

expectations of the monastery tour guides’ competency and ability of the knowledge 

about the locality and Thai identity such as Custom-tradition, Food, Buddhist belief 

and Other knowledge with the mean of 3.50, 3.47, 3.37, and 3.39, respectively. While, 

tourists thought that the monastery tour guides had the real competency and ability of 

the above mentioned knowledge in the present time in the great level with the mean of 

3.24, 2.86, 2.97, 3.13, 2.96, 3.08, and 2.97, respectively. The sample groups had great 

expectations of the monastery tour guides’ competency and ability of knowledge 

about the monastery such as Ancient places and ancient places and the knowledge of 

the locality and Thai identity such as Local literatures with the mean of 3.24 and 2.98, 

respectively. Tourists thought that the monastery tour guides had the real competency 

and ability of such knowledge in the present time in the great level with the mean of 

3.05 and 2.74, respectively. 

The researcher could conclude the research results as follows; the 

monastery tour guides had real competency and ability of knowledge in the present 

time in the great level. While, tourists had greatest expectations of the competency 

and ability of knowledge. 

 
3. Guiding competency and ability  
 
Guiding competency and ability were like the heart of the 

monastery tour guide career. If the monastery tour guides did not have the guiding 

ability, their work could not be successful. This was because the monastery tour 

guides having the guiding ability would make the travel full of pleasure without 

boredom. The research results found that the sample groups had greatest expectations 

of the monastery tour guides’ guiding competency and ability (Mean = 3.31). While, 

tourists thought that the monastery tour guides had the real guiding competency and 

ability in the present time in the great level (Mean = 2.81). Mean of the tourists’ 

expectations of the monastery tour guides’ guiding competency and ability and mean 

of tourists’ opinion on the monastery tour guides’ real guiding competency and ability 
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in the present time was different. Tourists had greatest expectations of the monastery 

tour guides’ various qualifications in the issue of oratory such as Tone-rhythm, Level 

of language in use, Correctly using language and clearly communicating, Being able 

to listen and understand foreign languages with the mean of 3.49, 3.51, 3.40, and 3.46, 

respectively. While, tourists thought that the monastery tour guides had the real 

guiding competency and ability in such issues in the present time in the great level 

with the mean of 2.68, 2.88, 2.99, and 2.95, respectively. The sample groups had great 

expectations of the monastery tour guides’ guiding competency and ability in the 

issue of the Suitability of the monastery tour management such as Using time for the 

monastery tour management, Creating atmosphere and stimulating interest, and 

Giving services and convenience. And tourists thought that the monastery tour guides 

had the real guiding competency and ability in such issues in the present time in the 

great level. 

The researcher could conclude the research results as follows; the 

monastery tour guides had real guiding competency and ability in the present time in 

the great level. While, tourists had greatest expectations of the monastery tour guides’ 

guiding competency and ability in the issue of oratory. 

 
4. The competency and ability of problem solving 

 
If the monastery tour guides wanted to well solve various 

problems, they had to well prepare by studying in advance about the visit to the 

monasteries. They had to study problem solving steps and prepare equipment or 

methods in advance. They had to have stable mind and be prudent. The research 

results found that tourists had greatest expectations of the monastery tour guides’ 

competency and ability of problem solving (Mean = 3.41). While, tourists thought 

that the monastery tour guides had the real competency and ability of problem solving 

in the present time in the great level. Mean of the tourists’ expectations of the 

monastery tour guides’ competency and ability of problem solving and mean of 

tourists’ opinion on the monastery tour guides’ real competency and ability of 

problem solving in the present time was different. Tourists had greatest expectations 

of the monastery tour guides’ various qualifications such as Intelligence, Good 

coordination and preparation, Controlling the situations with the mean of 3.34, 3.53, 
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and 3.51, respectively. While, tourists thought that the monastery tour guides had the 

real competency and ability of such qualifications in the present time in the great level 

with the mean of 2.81, 2.96, and 2.95, respectively. Tourists had great expectations of 

the monastery tour guides’ competency and ability of problem solving in the issue of 

First aids with the mean of 3.24. and tourists thought that the monastery tour guides 

had the real competency and ability in the present time in the issue of First aids in the 

great level with the mean of 2.60. This was because tourists believed that tourist 

guides should always prepare equipment for use in First aids in case of emergency. 

For example, tourists were sick, faint and dizzy.  

 
So, the researcher could conclude the research results as follows; the 

monastery tour guides had real competency and ability of problem solving in the 

present time in the great level. While, tourists had greatest expectations of the 

monastery tour guides’ competency and ability of problem solving. 

 
As for the information deriving from tourists who answered the 

questionnaire, the researcher could conclude the research results as follows; tourists 

had greatest expectations of the monastery tour guides’ competency and ability of 

human relationship, knowledge, guiding, and problem solving.  While, the monastery 

tour guides had the real competency and ability in 4 aspect in the present time in the 

great level. 

 
4.2  The information of the stakeholders 
 

4.2.1 Basic information of the sample groups  

 
As for the research results, the researcher received the information 

from the sample groups who were stakeholders such as tourism business operators, 

officers and representatives of the monasteries, and experts involving the monastery 

tour (15 people). There were 13 male respondents and 2 female respondents. Greatest 

respondents were 40-49 years old. They worked in the position of the executive in the 

middle level upwards. Average age of the sample groups was 41.60 years old (about 

42 years old) with standard deviation of the 6.66. 66.67 % of the stakeholders were 
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married. Greatest stakeholders received education from the Bachelor degree upwards. 

And working duration of greatest stakeholders was over 11 years.    

 
4.2.2 Stakeholders’ expectations of the competency and ability of the 

monastery tour guides and stakeholders’ opinion on the monastery tour guides’ 

real competency and ability in the present time 

 
The research results of the stakeholders expectations of the competency and 

ability of the monastery tour guides were as follows; (Stakeholders were tourism 

business operators, officers of the monasteries, and experts involving the monastery 

tour.) 

 
Tourism business operators 

After interviewing the tourism business operators about 

their expectations of the competency and ability of the monastery tour guides, the 

researcher found that the monastery tour guides should always seek more knowledge 

such as knowledge of the history, religion, cultural arts and technological knowledge 

which would develop the competency and ability of the monastery tour guides to have 

quality. Tourist guides should know basic needs of tourists having different 

characteristics according to age, race, and religion. For example, eastern tourists, 

western tourists, and tourists who were Buddhist, Christian, and Muslim had different 

needs. Moreover, tourist guides should be able to solve the instant problems and 

control various situations such ability of monastery tour guides depended on their 

guiding experiences. Tourism business operators expressed opinion on their 

expectations of the competency and ability of the monastery tour guides as follows;  

 
“The monastery tour guides should be able to 

control various situations during the visit to various places and during the travel. And 

they should be able to well solve the instant problems.” 

 
“The monastery tour guides should be Buddhist 

because they can well link various stories which they have belief.” 
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“The monastery tour guides should preserve good 

tradition in order to be a good example to tourists.” 

 
“The monastery tour guides should be able to well 

explain the information on the beauty of the painting, architecture, and arts of the 

monasteries based on the reality.” 

 
“The monastery tour guides should make tourists 

received pleasure during the visit to various places. They should be able to make 

tourists well agree with them.”  

 
“The monastery tour guides should considerably 

read various books on religion, cultural arts, history, society, and new technologies so 

that they can well link the knowledge of background and apply related knowledge.” 

 
Meanwhile, as for the information deriving from 

interviewing the tourism business operators, the researcher could conclude the 

research results as follows; At present, some local tourist guides had less knowledge 

than general tourist guides because they seldom sought more new knowledge. The 

sample groups thought that the local tourist guides had better knowledge of painting, 

architecture, cultural arts, and locality than general tourist guides who led tourists to 

visit the monasteries. The quality of monastery tour guides depended on tourists’ 

payment ability. Tourism business operators expressed their opinion on the monastery 

tour guides’ various abilities in the present time as follows; 

 
“The monastery tour guides suitably dress and 

honor the tourist sites.” 

 
“The monastery tour guides in the present time well 

give services and convenience.” 

 
“The monastery tour guides have more knowledge 

because there are various media which enable the monastery tour guides to 

increasingly seek the information.” 
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“The monastery tour guides, especially local tourist 

guides seldom seek more new knowledge; while, general monastery tour guides who 

lead tourists to visit various places always have new knowledge to interest tourists.” 

 
“New tourist guides have no idea and like to seek 

benefits.” 

 
“New tourist guides have less knowledge than old 

tourist guides. The factor which determines tourists’ need for the information is 

tourists themselves. For example, Western tourists want to receive knowledge of 

history and cultural arts more considerably than Eastern tourists who like shopping, 

taking photos, and entertainment.”   

 
“New tourist guides seldom learn the cultural art 

and history base so they have little knowledge.” 

 
Monks and officers of the monasteries 

After interviewing monks and officers of the monasteries 

about their expectations of the competency and ability of the monastery tour guides, 

the researcher found that the monastery tour guides should have important 

competency and ability as follows; The monastery tour guides should have detailed 

knowledge and correct information on the monasteries. They should be able to apply 

and insert Buddhist principles in variety of knowledge. They should have ability of 

languages in order to enable tourists understand good cultural arts. They should be 

able to impress tourists because they were the representative of Thai people to 

welcome tourists. importantly, they should be patient. Monks and officers of the 

monasteries expressed opinion on their expectations of the competency and ability of 

the monastery tour guides as follows; 

 
“The monastery tour guides should have better 

manner than other tourist guides.” 

 
“The monastery tour guides should have moral” 
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“The monastery tour guides should impress tourists 

and should be patients.” 

“The monastery tour guides should seek knowledge 

and find correct information. Tourists do not blame monastery tour guides who cannot 

well speak but give correct information.” 

 
“The monastery tour guides should have ability of 

languages in order to enable tourists to understand the values of the monastery tour.” 

 
Meanwhile, as for the information deriving from 

interviewing monks and officers of the monasteries, the researcher could conclude the 

research results as follows; At present, the monastery tour guides had knowledge but 

might have incomplete knowledge or wrong information. So, they gave incorrect 

information or advice. And tourists did not comply with the regulations of the place 

such as unsuitably dressing or taking photos in the prohibited place. This was because 

the monastery tour guides might not give information in advance or did not warn 

tourists who unsuitably acted because they feared that various problems would occur 

with the company. Moreover, the monastery tour guides gave little significance to the 

monastery tour but liked to seek income by leading tourists to buy various products. 

Monks and officers of the monasteries expressed opinion on the monastery tour 

guides’ various abilities in the present time as follows; 

 
“The monastery tour guides give incorrect and 

incomplete information and advice.” 

 
“The monastery tour guides have little detailed 

knowledge although there are the tourist guide training curriculums on the knowledge 

of cultural arts and Thai wisdom.” 

 
“The monastery tour guides seldom give advice on 

tourists’ dressing.” 

 
“The monastery tour guides give little knowledge to 

tourists and allow tourists to see various things by themselves.” 
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“General monastery tour guides have less detailed 

knowledge than local tourist guides because they must leading tourists to visit various 

places that cause them unable to know every aspect of the places.” 

 
“Local tourist guides considerably have detailed 

knowledge. They could give in - depth information together with moral principles.” 

 
“The monastery tour guides in the present time have 

more business thought. They seldom seek several of information because they think 

that there is a lot of information in various media.” 

 
Experts 

After interviewing the experts were officers of Tourism 

Authority of Thailand, Bangkok Metropolitan Tourism Centre, and Professional 

Guide Association about their expectations of the competency and ability of the 

monastery tour guides, the researcher found that the monastery tour guides should 

have preparedness to give services. They should be able to create good attitudes to 

tourists by depending on experiences of the monastery tour guides. They should have 

courage and methods to warn tourists who did not comply with the regulations 

without causing shame to tourists. they should have discretion to evaluate the 

information given to tourists. moreover, they should be able to solve the instant 

problems and well control various situations. The experts expressed opinion on their 

expectations of the competency and ability of the monastery tour guides as follows; 

 
“The monastery tour guides should have 

preparedness to give services and enable tourists to have good attitudes towards the 

monastery tour guides and the tourist sites.” 

 
“The monastery tour guides should well have 

specific knowledge according to Division of Labor so that tourists can receive 

benefits and correct knowledge.” 
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“The monastery tour guides should be able to be a 

good representative to give knowledge to tourists. so, tourist guides must have 

knowledge and be willing to give services. Importantly, they must have experiences.” 

“The monastery tour guides should have special 

knowledge of religion, practice, Buddhist vocabularies, and activities of religious 

rituals.” 

 
“The monastery tour guides should be responsible 

for tourists by giving advice and information in advance for tourists’ preparation.” 

 
“The monastery tour guides should have courage 

and methods to inform or warn tourists who do not comply with the regulations 

during the visit to the monasteries or Buddhist places without causing shame to 

tourists.” 

 
“The monastery tour guides should create 

satisfaction and happiness to tourists during the visit to the monasteries.” 

 
“The monastery tour guides should give good 

information of the country to tourists and must not distress other people.” 

 
“The monastery tour guides should have discretion 

to evaluate and analyze that what information should be given or should not be gives 

to tourists.” 

 
“The monastery tour guides should have 

competency and ability to solve the instant problems because an emergency can 

always occur during the visit to various places.” 

 
“The monastery tour guides should make the 

understanding of various events when problems occur so that the damage which 

occurs causes least impact. The competency and ability of the instant problem solving 

considerably require learning from experiences.” 
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“The monastery tour guides should be mature. They 

should be able to well control emotion when they face various situations.” 

 
Meanwhile, as for the information deriving from 

interviewing the experts, the researcher could conclude the research results as follows; 

At present, there were good and bad tourist guides by depending on tourist guides 

code of conduct and moral base, experiences, and business competition. Greatest 

problems stemmed from illegal tourist guides or the problem of Sitting Guide which 

did not impress tourists. As for the problem of language, the sample groups thought 

that there should be more training of the tourist guides for some languages such as 

tourist guides for Korean language and tourist guides for Vietnamese language for 

carrying the tourism market in the future. At present, there was the tourist guide 

training in a short period. So, people who passed the training had more knowledge but 

still lacked experiences which would create expertise I the competency and ability of 

the monastery tour guides. The experts who were officers of Tourism Authority of 

Thailand and Bangkok Metropolitan Tourism Centre expressed their opinion on the 

monastery tour guides’ various abilities in the present time as follows; 

 
“The information which tourists receive from the 

monastery tour guides may not be identical.” 

 
“Tourist guides for some foreign languages are 

insufficient for the tourism services.” 

 
“Greatest tourist guides have good knowledge. But, 

sometimes, they do not give advice to tourists in advance. Therefore, the problems 

occur.” 

 
“Greatest tourist guides seldom face the problem of 

tourists’ complaint. Greatest problems occur with tourists who individually contact 

and meet illegal tourist guides.” 

 
“Some tourist guides and tourism business operators 

cause problems because they have no moral and code of conduct. Moreover, the 
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business competition is another important cause which makes tourist guides have 

unsuitable behavior.” 

 
“There is the problem of Sitting Guide. The tour 

companies hire the licensed tourist guide to jointly travel; While, the tour leader 

without the license acts as the tourist guide instead. As the working environments 

change, tourist guides do not think to develop themselves.” 

 
“At present, the tourist guide training is increasingly 

arranged for the business purpose. Various educational institutions increasingly 

provide the curriculums for meeting the tourist guides’ needs so they receive a lot of 

applicants. This makes people who will be tourist guides have less efficiency. 

Moreover, as greatest training is arranged in the short period, people who pass the 

training do not have enough potential to perform duties as the quality tourist guides.” 

 
Table 7 Stakeholders’ expectations of the competency and ability of the monastery 

tour guides and stakeholders’ opinion on the monastery tour guides’ real 

competency and ability in the present time, classified by 4 aspect 

competency and ability 

 

Items Expectation The real competency and 
ability in the present time 

The competency 
and ability of 
human 
relationship 

- Tourist guides should be 
patient and tactful. They 
should be able to create good 
attitude and be a good 
example to preserve good 
tradition.  

- Tourist guides should be 
helpful. They should not seek 
more benefits from tourists. 

- Tourist guides are cheerful 
and friendly. They suitably 
dress and honor the tourist 
sites. 

 
 
- Some tourist guides have no 

ideal and like to seek 
benefits. 
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Table 7 Stakeholders’ expectations of the competency and ability of the monastery 

tour guides and stakeholders’ opinion on the monastery tour guides’ real competency 

and ability in the present time, classified by 4 aspect competency and ability (Cont.) 

 

Items Expectation The real competency and 
ability in the present time 

The competency 
and ability of 
knowledge 

- Tourist guides should give 
correct information on the 
background. 

- Tourist guides should link 
knowledge of the monastery 
background and well apply 
Buddhist knowledge. 

 
 
- Tourist guides should have 

detailed knowledge of 
Buddhism and activities of 
religious rituals. 

- Some tourist guides give 
incorrect information. 

 
- Greatest local tourist guides 

can link the knowledge of 
the monastery and apply 
moral principles for the 
monastery tour better than 
general tourist guides. 

- Local tourist guides have 
more detailed knowledge of 
the monastery than general 
tourist guides. While, general 
tourist guides have new 
knowledge to impress 
tourists. 

Guiding 
competency and 
ability 

- Tourist guides should have 
ability of languages in order 
to enable tourists to 
understand the values of the 
monastery tour. 

- Tourist guides should have 
preparedness to give 
services. 

- Tourist guides should be able 
to analyze basic needs of 
tourists having different 
characteristics so that they 
can make tourists feel 
pleasure and agree with 
them. 

- Tourist guides for some 
foreign languages are 
insufficient for the tourism 
services. 

 
- Greatest tourist guides well 

give services and 
convenience to tourists. 

- Greatest new tourist guides 
cannot well analyze the basic 
needs of tourists because 
they have less experience 
than tourist guides who work 
for a long time. 

The competency 
and ability of 
problem solving 

- Tourist guides should be able 
to well control various 
situations and solve the 
instant problems during the 
visit to the monasteries.  

- Greatest tourist guides who 
work for a long time are 
mature and can solve the 
instant problems better than 
new tourist guides who, 
sometimes, do not give 
advice.  
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 The researcher could conclude the research results of Table 7 as follows; 

Stakeholders who were tourism business operators, officers of the monasteries, and 

experts had expectations of 4 aspect competency and ability of the monastery tour 

guides such as the competency and ability of human relationship, the competency and 

ability of knowledge, guiding competency and ability, and the competency and ability 

of problem solving as follows; The monastery tour guides should have generously. 

They should be tactful. They should be a good example to preserve good tradition. 

They should have ability of foreign languages and local language. They should be 

able to correctly give information and link variety of knowledge. They should be able 

to analyze basic needs of tourists. They should have preparedness to give services to 

tourists. They should make tourists agree with them and feel pleasure. They should be 

able to well control various situations and solve the instant problems. While, 

stakeholders expressed their opinion on the monastery tour guides’ real competency 

and ability in the present time as follows; greatest monastery tour guides were joyful 

and courteously. They suitably dress. They well gave services, convenience, and 

knowledge to tourists. Tourist guides for some foreign languages are insufficient for 

the tourism services. Some tourist guides gave incorrect information. As they had few 

working experiences, they could not well analyze basic needs of tourists, control the 

situations, and decide to solve the instant problems. 

 
 Moreover, the researcher found various problems which affected the 

monastery tour guides’ competency and ability in the present time. For example, the 

problem of Sitting Guide of the tour companies which hired the licensed tourist guide 

to jointly travel. While the companies allowed the tour leader without the license to 

act as the tourist guide instead. Therefore, tourist guides did not develop their 

knowledge and competency and ability. The tourist guide training curriculum was 

increasingly provides for business purpose by emphasizing number of tourist guides 

rather than quality. Such curriculum was arranged within the short period. Therefore, 

the tourist guides who passed the short - period training had not enough potential to 

be the monastery tour guides. Due to business competition of the tour companies, 

tourist guides unsuitably behaved and did not have moral and code of conduct.  
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The researcher could conclude the research results as follows; Both sample 

groups who were international tourists and stakeholders had greatest expectations of 

the monastery tour guides’ competency and ability of human relationship, knowledge, 

guiding, and problem solving. Such expectations were higher than the monastery tour 

guides’ real competency and ability in the present time. 

 
4.3 The monastery tour guides’ competency and ability which should 

be developed and recommendations and guidelines which were 

significant to development of the competency and ability of the 

monastery tour guides 
 

4.3.1 The monastery tour guides’ competency and ability which should 

be developed 

 
After studying international tourists’ and stakeholders’ expectations 

of the competency and ability of the monastery tour guides and their opinion on the 

monastery tour guides’ real competency and ability in the present time, the researcher 

found that the monastery tour guides should develop 4 aspect competency and ability 

as follows; 

4.3.1.1 The competency and ability of human relationship 

The monastery tour guides should be always 

enthusiastic to improve themselves when they receive advice and are informed by 

tourists. They should be joyful and generously. 

4.3.1.2 The competency and ability of knowledge 

The monastery tour guides should always seek more 

knowledge. They should increasingly develop detailed knowledge of the in-depth 

information. And they should give correct information to tourists. 

4.3.1.3 Guiding competency and ability in the issue of 

oratory 

As the monastery tour guides’ job has cultural 

delicacy, the monastery tour guides should clearly speak. They should have ability to 

use their language, foreign languages, and Buddhist vocabularies so that they can 
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communicate with tourists. As the tourist guides for some foreign languages are 

insufficient for the tourism services, tourist guides should be encouraged to train some 

foreign languages so that they can clearly communicate with tourists. 

4.3.1.4 The competency and ability of problem solving in 

the issue of intelligence, good coordination and preparation, and controlling the 

situations 

The monastery tour guides should have ability to 

organize their thinking system so that they can prudently consider various problems 

and timely solve the problems which occur. 

 
4.3.2 Recommendations and guidelines for developing the competency 

and ability of the monastery tour guides 

 
The researcher studied recommendations and guidelines for developing the 

competency and ability of the monastery tour guides. As the researcher wanted to 

receive more accurate information; therefore, the researcher separately collected the 

information from both sample groups who were international tourists and 

stakeholders. According to the studied information, the sample groups recommended 

the guidelines for developing the competency and ability of the monastery tour guides 

for various organizations such as state agencies, monasteries, educational institutes, 

tour companies, Professional Tourist Guide Association and tourists as follows;   

 
Recommendations for the state agencies, which are Sport 

and Tourism Ministry, Tourism Authority of Thailand, and Bangkok Metropolitan 

Tourism Centre.  

The researcher could conclude such recommendations as 

follows; Sport and Tourism Ministry should have roles in development of the 

competency and ability of the monastery tour guides. They should determine standard 

or regulations to control the monastery tour guides. They should establish an agency 

which is responsible for training, certifying, or testing knowledge and competency 

and ability of the monastery tour guides. They should determine the expiry date of the 

tourist guide license. They should determine that tourist guides must receive more 

training of knowledge and competency and ability from the certified institutes before 
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renewal of the tourist guide license. Moreover, the government should provide the 

budget for supporting the tourist guide training. The government must continuously 

support development of the competency and ability of the monastery tour guides for 

sustainable development. Two sample groups expressed their opinion as follows; 

As for tourists’ opinion 

“The state agency should provide the budget for 

supporting the tourist guide training.” 

 
“The state agency should determine standard or 

regulations to control the monastery tour guides.” 

“The state agency should continuously support 

development of the competency and ability of the monastery tour guides.” 

 
“The state agency should suitably give 

remunerations to the monastery tour guides in order to stimulate the monastery tour 

guides to develop themselves.” 

 
“The state agency should determine that every 

tourist guide must receive more training of knowledge for renewal of the license.” 

 
“The state agency should establish an agency which 

is responsible for training, certifying, or testing knowledge and competency and 

ability of the tour guides.” 

 
 “The government should give the budget to the 

agency which produces tourist guides and the organization where tourist guides work. 

And the government should provide welfare to tourist guides.” 

 
As for stakeholders’ opinion 

“As for the tourist sites, the state agency should 

provide the budget for improving the landscape inside and outside the monasteries. 

And the state agency should provide public-relation budget for poster.” 
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“As for the tourist sites, the state agency should 

train monks or officers of the monasteries to have the knowledge of the monastery 

tour management.” 

 
“The state agency should issue regulations and 

policies which order the licensed tourist guides to be members of Professional Tourist 

Guide Association.” 

 
“Sport and Tourism Ministry should provide more 

training of knowledge to tourist guides. They should issue the tourist guide license to 

people who pass the training. They should determine that tourist guides must increase 

knowledge before the expiry date of the license. They should supervise and examine 

tourist guides’ working.” 

 
Recommendations for the monasteries (Monks and officers of the 

monasteries)   

The researcher could conclude that the monasteries should 

have roles in development of the competency and ability of the monastery tour guides 

as follows; The monasteries should give more training of knowledge of the 

monasteries to tourist guides. They should cooperate and coordinate with tourist 

guides. And they should open the opportunity for the youth or general people to be 

trained as local tourist guides. Two sample groups expressed their opinion as follows; 

 
As for tourists’ opinion 

“The monasteries should provide the training of 

knowledge of the monasteries to the monastery tour guides.” 

 
“The monasteries should allow the monk guide to 

train tourist guides to have detailed knowledge.”  

 
“The monasteries should cooperate and coordinate 

with tourist guides for the greatest convenience of the monastery tour.” 
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“The monasteries should support the training of the 

competency and ability of tourist guides to the youth so that the youth can be local 

tourist guides.” 

 
As for stakeholders’ opinion 

“The monasteries should provide the monk guides 

who have knowledge of languages and the information on the monasteries to lead 

tourists to visit the monasteries.” 

 
“As for public-relations, the monasteries should 

publish the books and disseminate the information on the monasteries. The 

monasteries should provide the training and give knowledge of the background and 

interesting things of the monasteries. The monasteries should beautifully make the 

board and books both in Thai and English.”  

 
Recommendations for the educational institutes   

The researcher could conclude that the educational 

institutes should have roles in development of the competency and ability of the 

monastery tour guides as follows; The educational institutes should provide the 

training curriculum for increasing knowledge and competency and ability of tourist 

guides. They should install professional conscience and code of conduct to tourist 

guides. And they should study and collect the information on the monasteries in order 

to receive correct information. Two sample groups expressed their opinion as follows; 

 
As for tourists’ opinion 

“The educational institutes should provide the 

training curriculum for increasing knowledge and competency and ability of tour 

guides.” 

 
“The educational institutes should install 

professional conscience and code of conduct to tourist guides.” 
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“The educational institutes should increase practical 

curriculums so that tourist guides can practice competency and ability and 

increasingly receive direct experiences.” 

 
“The educational institutes should organize Tourist 

Guide Exchange Program so that tourist guides can learn techniques of other tourist 

guides.” 

 
“The educational institutes should organize the 

contest activity and create the situation for students to practice.” 

 
“The educational institutes should organize 

Academic Service Program for increasing knowledge and developing the competency 

and ability of tourist guides.” 

 
As for stakeholders’ opinion 

“The educational institutes should provide the 

training curriculum for increasing knowledge and competency and ability of tourist 

guides.” 

 
“The educational institutes should collect and study 

the information on the monasteries in order to receive the real information.” 

 
“The educational institutes should provide more 

training of detailed knowledge of history, painting, art, and architecture of the 

monasteries to tourist guides.” 

 
“The educational institutes should improve Tourist 

Guide Production Curriculum by equally emphasizing theories and practices on the 

subject of moral and code of conduct for the tourist guides.” 

 
“The educational institutes should mainly teach 

students about history in order to stimulate students to seek more knowledge.” 
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“The educational institutes should coordinate with 

the monasteries about religious practices or religious activities in order to correctly 

disseminate knowledge.” 

 
“The educational institutes should correctly and 

suitably give knowledge of the monastery tour management.” 

 
Recommendations for the tour companies which were tourism 

business operators and officers of the companies  

The researcher could conclude that the tour companies 

should have roles in development of the competency and ability of the monastery tour 

guides as follows; The tour companies should examine and control the tourist guides’ 

standard. They should organize their service and management system to have 

efficiency. They should provide more training of knowledge of the monasteries and 

guiding competency and ability to tourist guides. Two sample groups expressed their 

opinion as follows; 

 
As for tourists’ opinion 

“The tour companies should make a directory of the 

monastery tour guides.” 

 
“The tour companies should have the measures to 

examine and control tourist guides’ standard.” 

“The tour companies should determine penalty to 

tourist guides who do wrong. For example, such tourist guides are prohibited from 

working for 1 month.” 

 
“The tour companies should organize the service 

and management system to have efficiency.” 

 
“The tour companies should give rewards to tourist 

guides who have good performance in order to give encouragement to tourist guides.” 
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“The tour companies should support provision of 

more training of knowledge of the monasteries and competency and ability of tourist 

guides.” 

 
As for stakeholders’ opinion 

“The tour companies should give rewards to tourist 

guides who have good performance in order to give encouragement to tourist guides.” 

 
“The tour companies should plan before leading 

tourists to visit various places. They should stimulate conscience of the company 

personnel to see the significance of Buddhism dissemination.” 

 
“The tour companies should stimulate tourist guides 

to seek more knowledge. They should hire quality tourist guides.” 

 
Recommendations for tourists  

The researcher could conclude that tourists should have 

roles in development of the competency and ability of the monastery tour guides as 

follows; tourists should ask tourist guides about the issue which they doubt so that 

tourist guides can develop knowledge and intelligence. They should be allowed to 

participate in evaluation of tourist guides’ performance. Tourists or the tour leaders 

should more suitably pay remunerations to tourist guides so that tourists can receive 

better services. Tourists expressed their opinion as follows; 

 
“Tourists can give feedback on working quality of 

tourist guides.” 

 
“Tourists should have the opportunity to participate 

in evaluation of the monastery tour guides’ performance.” 

 
“Tourists should suitably pay more remuneration to 

tourist guides or the tour companies so that tourists can receive better services. 
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“Tourists should ask tourist guides about the issue 

which they doubt so that tourist guides can always develop knowledge and 

intelligence.” 

 
Recommendations for Professional Tourist Guide Association 

The researcher could conclude that Professional Tourist 

Guide Association should have roles and participation in development of the 

competency and ability of the monastery tour guides as follows; Professional Tourist 

Guide Association should provide more training of knowledge. The association 

should cooperate to suppress deceitful tourist guides and tour leaders or illegal tourist 

guides. Stakeholders expressed their opinion as follows; 

 

“Professional Tourist Guide Association should 

have participation in provision of more training of knowledge in the short period. The 

association should frequently provide the training. The association should cooperate 

with tourism police to suppress deceitful tourist guides and tour leaders.” 

 
Summary 

 
As for the research result, the researcher received the information from the 

questionnaire answered by 100 international tourists and interviewing 15 stakeholders 

who were tourism business operator, officers and representative of the monasteries, 

and experts. The researcher could conclude the research results as follows; The 

sample groups had similar expectations of the monastery tour guides’ competency and 

ability of human relationship, knowledge, guiding, and problem solving. Their 

expectations were higher than the monastery tour guides’ real competency and ability 

in the present time. The monastery tour guides should increasingly develop 4 aspect 

competency and ability for upgrading their competency and ability to have more 

quality. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 
  
 

This research was a study on “International tourists and stakeholders’ 

expectations of competency and ability of monastery tour guides”. The research tool 

for international tourists was questionnaire and observation and for stakeholders was 

focus group discussion. They were tour enterprisers, temple officers, and experts in 

the field of tourism. At present, temple tour is the key factor for tourism in Bangkok 

area.  There has been no research on the competency and ability of monastery tour 

guides, especially on their quality service. The researcher was then interested in 

studying on the expectations of international tourists and stakeholders’ towards the 

competency and ability of monastery tour guides. The aim was to find the guidelines 

to develop the competency and ability of monastery tour guides properly. In this 

chapter, the discussion on the research result from Chapter 4 was presented. The 

discussion was based on information gained from documents, field research, and 

research result as follows; 

  
5.1 International tourists’ expectations of actual competency and 

ability of monastery tour guides at present 
 

5.1.1 International tourists’ expectations of the competency of 

monastery tour guides   

 
In this study, there are 4 aspect of competency, namely, tour guides’ 

competency on human relationship, knowledge, guiding, as well as problem solving, 

as follows; 

1. Human relationship 

The sample had their expectations towards the competency 

of tour guides in terms of human relationship on the great level.  In fact, being joyful, 

courteously, and generously of the tour guides are the key qualification which the 
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sample had their greatest expectations towards the tour guides.  Thais are perhaps 

generous by nature as per the saying that “we welcome our guests” or “Siam, the land 

of smile”, etc which is in accordance with Suphaphorn Markjang (1996: 61-65) who 

stated that “good tour guides should have good human relationship”. As tour guides 

are close to the tourists and are the first contact the tourists have. They act as the 

representatives of the Thais, therefore, they should be joyful, having human contacts, 

and being generous. Thus, this factor is then being focused. 

2. Knowledge 

The sample had their expectations towards the competency 

of tour guides in terms of knowledge on the greatest level.  It consisted of knowledge 

about the temple; i.e. background, paintings and architecture, ancient places and 

objects in the temple, as well as other attractions/symbols of the temple, which the 

sample had greatest expectations. In addition, knowledge about the locality and Thai 

identity; i.e. culture/custom/tradition, food, beliefs in Buddhism and other knowledge, 

which the sample had greatest expectations, too. This was in accordance with the 

study of Weiler and Davis (1973 cited by Wannaporn  Wanichanukorn, 1997: 66) 

who stated that “ tour guides should possess their basic knowledge and competency 

when explaining about the touring places to the tourists”.  Moreover, this was also in 

line with the study of Suphaphorn Markjang (1996: 61-65), of Chayaphorn 

Chernrungroj (1994: 44-45), and Reiily (1982: 31-34) who stated that “tour guides 

should be knowledgeable both in the touring places and general knowledge on the 

locality”. 

Since the tourists were eager to know things which are 

different from their home countries, and in case the tour guides were knowledgeable 

enough to explain to the tourists, the tourists gained the benefits and were satisfied 

with their tour time.  As Thailand is the country with more than 700 years history and 

Bangkok Metropolitan which are equipped with varieties of arts and cultures, 

especially temples. Temples are the centre of past histories. They could tell about the 

prosperity of arts, cultures, traditions, and way of life in the past old history through 

tremendous beauty in the temples.  In addition, the temples also reflect the sacred and 

beliefs of the local Thais.  These created the expectations of the tourists towards the 
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monastery tour guides. Since tour guides are close to the tourists, these basic 

information become vital.  

3. Guiding  

The sample had the expectation towards this competency 

and ability on the greatest level. It was divided into 2 parts; namely, having oratory 

and suitability of monastery tour management. Having oratory  included the tone, the 

rhythm, and the level of language in use, correct language with clearly 

communicating, and being able to listen and understand foreign language, which the 

samples had greatest expectation toward these factors. Chayaphorn Chernrungroj 

(1994: 44-45) and Reiily (1982: 31-34) stated that “good tour guides should possess 

in-depth Thai and foreign languages competency. They should be able to 

communicate and relay their feeling to the tourists well”. For suitability of monastery 

tour management included using time for the monastery tour management, creating 

atmosphere and stimulating interest, as well as giving services and convenience. This 

is in line with Suphaphorn Markjang (1996: 61-65) stated that “tour guides should be 

the ones who are able to manage the time, to analyze the tourists, as well as to offer 

services and conveniences to the tourists”. 

Since the tourists wanted to have information while being 

on tour, it was then necessary for effective communication in order to explain about 

temple tour; for instance, the history of arts and cultures, etc. Therefore, tour guides 

should be able to communicate in more than 2 languages well. Since most of the 

tourists were Asian, they were then used to using their own languages; i.e. Chinese, 

Japanese, Korean, Vietnamese, etc. Though the tourists may use English language 

which is an international language, however, should the tour guides are able to use the 

tourists’ national languages, it would be more facilitative and casual, which create 

better atmosphere for the tour. Entertainment is also something which can be 

expected. As there were some rules and regulations involved in culture tourism, it was 

then the role of the tour guides to facilitate an entertaining atmosphere with content or 

academic information and history at the same time. 

From this information, it can be concluded that the tour 

guides should be able to use proper languages with proper rhythm for clear 

communication. Tour guides should communicate in foreign language as well. 
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Moreover, they should be able to manage the time with good atmosphere and proper 

facility offer. Being an entertainer is also expected so as to have a casual atmosphere 

while touring the temple.   

4. Problem solving 

From the study, it was found that the samples had 

expectations toward the competency and ability of problem solving on the great level. 

Competency and ability of problem solving consisted of competency in first aids, 

intelligence, as well as having good coordination and preparation. Tour guides should 

control the situation as well. This is in line with Suphaphorn Markjang (1996:  61-65) 

who stated that “good tour guides should be able to solve upfront problems in a fast 

and correct manner with tourists’s benefits in mind”. 

Since the tourists need confidence and safety while touring, 

and in case of an emergency, the tour guides should be able to solve the problems in 

time.   

From the study, it can be concluded that tour guides’ competency are 

composed of human relationship, knowledge, guiding, as well as problem solving.    

 
5.1.2 Real competency and ability of the monastery tour guides in the 

present time.  

 
From the study, real competency and ability of the monastery tour 

guide in the present time were divided into 4 aspect; namely, human relationship, 

knowledge, guiding, and problem solving, as follows; 

1. Human relationship 

This competency and ability involved the competency in 

building up relationship and impression to the tourists from the start.  It generates the 

faith the tourists have for the tour guides.  This factor was rated on the great level. 

These involved being joyful, courteously, generously, and tactful, which the samples 

had great expectation all items. This is in line with Chayaphorn Chernrungroj (1994:  

42-44) who stated that “the tour guides should act properly.  They must represent the 

Thais to the tourists. They should have proper manner, value, and way of life, in order 

to build up good understanding among the nations”. 
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Since tour guide career is a service career, therefore, being 

able to create impression is the criteria for tour guides’ success.  As a result, knowing 

when to do what is of utmost importance to the tourists who are from different 

background and cultures.  Being able to treat the tourists with psychology and being 

able to offer safety and entertainment to the tourists are important factors for the tour 

guides. 

2. Knowledge 

Tour guides need to always update their new knowledge 

which involve not only temple tour but also general knowledge or knowledge about 

local cultures and traditions. This kind of information is beneficial for the tourists and 

can create satisfaction on the tourist side. From the study, it was found that the 

samples had expectation toward the competency and ability of knowledge on the great 

level. These knowledge include knowledge about the temple; i.e. background, 

paintings and architectures, ancient places and objects, attraction points or symbols of 

the temple, which the samples had the great level of expectation in all terms, as well, 

knowledge about the locality and Thai identity; i.e. local literature, traditions, food, 

Buddhist beliefs, etc. were also great level expectation. This is in line with Urmporn 

Henakaset (1992: 17-19) who state that “tour guides should know about their tour and 

other aspects of knowledge; for instance, knowledge on geography, history, cultures 

and traditions, way of life of the local people, etc. Tour guides should look into the 

background information that the tourists have, so as to respond to their needs. 

Chayaphorn Chernrungroj (1994: 44-45) and Reiily (1982: 31-34) stated that 

“knowledge competency of the tour guides depend on their own interests, their 

background, and their observation skills”. At present time, accessibility to the 

knowledge are available, for instance, via the internet, public library, handbooks by 

Tourism Authority of Thailand, or from the temples. They are in forms of books, 

brochures, bill boards, etc.  

3. Guiding  

This factor judges the success of the tour guides. This 

competency should be equipped with being able to entertain the tourists, so as to have 

good touring atmosphere. The use of proper language, right tone, good rhythm, 

correct communication, good understanding of foreign language, as well as proper 
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time management and quality services, are all important for the success of the temple 

tour. This is in line with Krit Jaroenthong (1997: 96) who stated that “tour guides with 

low educational level may lack their knowledge of language and verbal 

communication; thus, they may not be able to explain well. They may also be 

acquainted only to their own local dialects”. 

As for the fact that culture tourism does not take a long time 

and as there are rules and regulations involved, therefore, the competency of the tour 

guides in entertaining the tourists so as to keep them alive and so that the tourists do 

not get bored, is something of important for the success of the tour guides indeed. 

4. Problem solving 

In each tour, problems do have a chance to take place. The 

tourists seek for confidence, faith, and trust in the tour guides. The tour guides should 

know about the first aid and basic life rescue. They should be able to coordinate and 

prepare well in advance. They should be able to control situations and be witty.  

Uamphorn Henakaset (1992: 17-19), Chayaporn Cheunrungrof (1994: 44-45), and 

Buppa  Khummanon (1986 cited by Chartchai Romson, et al., 1998: 11-12) stated 

“tour guides should know about first aid and medical equipment necessary for the trip 

in order to be able to help tourists for the latter’s safety in life and property. The tour 

guides should be emotionally sound and should solve upfront problems for the tourists 

as well as other problems during the tours”. In addition, the tour guides should also be 

careful so as to yield satisfaction by the tourists. 

From the study, it was found that opinions of the tourists towards 

the competency of the monastery tour guides at present are in 4 aspect; namely, 

human relationship, knowledge, guiding, and problem solving. There should be a 

promotion and a guideline to develop these 4 aspect as next.   
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5.2 Stakeholders’ expectations of actual competency and ability of 

monastery tour guides at present 
 

5.2.1 Stakeholders’ expectations of the competency of monastery tour 

guides   

 
From the study, stakeholders’ expectations of the competency of 

monastery tour guides are divided into 4 aspect; namely, human relationship, 

knowledge, guiding, and problem solving, as follows; 

 

1. Human relationship 

From an interview with stakeholders, human relationship 

competency involves good manner, being generous, being honest, faithful, careful, 

patient, responsible, as well as being able to express their fondness in Thai culture and 

in their being Buddhist. This is in line with Professor Vilaswong Pongsabutr, the 

facilitator for tour guide training at Ayudhaya province on 25 December 1982 who 

stated that “tour guides should have good personality, being pro-active, being able to 

observe the reaction of the tourists. They should be generous and joyful with proper 

dressing as well”. Tour guides should act properly and they must keep in mind that 

the tourists are the ones who purchase their services. They are then eligible to have 

their expectations towards the tour guides for what they have paid for the services. In 

fact, the tourists are considered as the employer of the tour guides. It can be 

concluded that the stakeholders expect that the tour guides possess their human 

relationship, especially for monastery tour guides, who should act properly, with 

polite verbal communication and with grace, so as to express beautiful Thai cultures. 

2. Knowledge 

From an interview with stakeholders, knowledge 

competency involves good self - development and knowledge-seeking at all times. 

Tour guides should provide right information. They should have knowledge in 

history, religion, and story about temples and sacred. This is in line with Professor 

Vilaswong  Pongsabutr, the facilitator for tour guide training at Ayudhaya province 

on 25 December 1982 who stated that “ tour guides should have knowledge about the 
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tour in terms of geography, history, traditions, cultures, etc. in order to create 

confidence in tourists’ part”. Tour guides’ knowledge serves the tourists’ eagerness to 

learn more in foreign countries.   

3. Guiding 

From an interview with stakeholders, guiding competency  

involves being able to communicate about the beauty of Thai arts and cultures. This is 

in line with Buppha Khummanont (1986 cited by Chartchai Romson, et al., 1998: 11-

12) who stated that “tour guides should speak in the favorable tones with clear voice 

via their foreign language competency. They should have their way to explain stories 

in an interesting and entertaining manner to the tourists”. This factor determines the 

success of the tour guide. 

In fact, temple is the centre of beliefs, traditions, ruling, 

cultures, way of life, sculptures, etc. Thus, these information create the favorable 

atmosphere while touring the temple.  Proper temple tour will yield the satisfaction on 

the tourists ‘side. 

4. Problem solving 

From an interview with stakeholders, problem solving 

competency involves being able to create understanding in Thai cultures, traditions, 

and way of life. They should be well prepared to solve problems based on their past 

experiences. They should be brave to warn the tourists in case they do not comply 

with the rules set. This is in line with Suphaphorn Markjang (1996: 65) who stated 

that “tour guides should be well prepared to study things in advance. They should 

solve the problem step by step and prepare the equipments in advance. They should 

be fully alert and be careful. Problem solving competency in tour guides could create 

satisfaction in the tourists. 

 In conclusion, most of the samples have their expectations towards 

tour guides’ competency in 4 aspect; namely, human relationship, knowledge, 

guiding, and problem solving. 
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5.2.2 Opinion of stakeholders towards actual competency of monastery 

tour guides at present. 

 
From the study, these opinions are divided into 4 aspect; namely, 

human relationship, knowledge, temple tour, and problem solution, as follows: 

1. Human relationship 

This factor creates relationship and impression on the 

tourists from the start.  It can build up faith in the tour guides. From the study, it was 

found that the qualification of being joyful, being generous, having good dressing, 

and treating touring place with honor, are important. These are in line with the nature 

of being Thais. There are the saying that “Thais are generous”, “Thais welcome their 

guests”, etc. This is in accordance with Chayaphorn Chernrungroj (1994: 42-44) who 

stated that “tour guides should act properly and they should represent being the Thais 

to the tourists, through their manner, value, way of life, etc”. Simultaneously, the 

sample opines that the new generation of tour guides seem to loose their ideal and 

place great importance on monetary rewards. This leads to a shortage of ethics in 

being tour guides. Due to fierce competition in the business, tour guides seem to act 

improperly. Some of them try to sell goods on the tour bus or get commissions from 

the shops they have bought the tourists to. They sometimes offer cut throat tour price 

as well.   

2. Knowledge 

Tour guides need to update their knowledge at all times. 

This is not limited only to their tour places, but also other kinds of knowledge. This 

includes knowledge on traditions and cultures in order to answer tourists’ questions so 

as to gain satisfaction from the tourists. Some tour guides can not provide right 

information to the tourists. From the study of Krit Jaroenthong (1997: 96), it was 

found that “most of the tour guides lack their right information on the history, 

geography, physicality, as well as cultures and traditions of the touring place”.  This 

might due to the fact that temple tour at present are not correct. Therefore, tour guides 

should update their in-depth information. Especially, their knowledge on temple 

history, arts and sculptures, antique place and object, as well as attraction spots and 

temple symbol. In fact, local tour guides can better link knowledge than general tour 
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guides as they are close to and are more acquainted with the tour places. They are also 

fond and proud of tour places and local cultures. They also want to share their 

information to the tourists. 

3. Guiding 

Tour guides should be able to entertain the tourists on their 

tour. Most of the tour guides can achieve this as they have good human relationship 

by nature. They are eager to share information of the tour place to the tourists.  

Nevertheless, new generation of tour guides lack information on tourist’s background 

due to their short experiences. Such background information include age, race, and 

religion. For instance, eastern tourists and western ones who are Buddhists, Islams, 

and Christians do have their different needs as well as different need for information.  

Western tourists like to gain understanding in history, arts, cultures, etc, more than 

eastern tourists who are more fond of shopping, photographing, and entertainment.  

Sitting guide is also another problem. Sitting guides are the licensed tour guides who 

allow the unlicensed one to operate the tour while they are sitting aside.  Since touring 

company knows that new tour guides lack experiences and thus may create 

dissatisfaction on the tourist’s side. Price war amid fierce business competition might 

also be another factor for cost reduction by tour company. This is in line with 

Suphaphorn Markjang (1996: 61-65) who stated that “tour guides must be able to 

manage time, analyze tourists, being able to arouse interests, as well as being able to 

offer services to the tourists well”. From an interview with the sample, it was found 

that tour guides can not possess some foreign languages well. Asian tourists are fond 

of using their national language; i.e. Japanese, Chinese, Korean, and Vietnamese. 

While most of the tour guides are acquainted with English language. Thus, monastery 

tour guide are in shortage.  This has an effect on the atmosphere of monastery tour.   

4. Problem solving 

This factor is important for an unforeseen situation. From 

the study, it was found that long time experience tour guides are mature and could 

handle emergency better than new tour guides. They can prepare things well in 

advance. The tour guides should provide warning to the tourists and they should 

operate with full alertness and carefulness. 
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From an interview with the sample, it can be concluded that opinions of 

stakeholders on monastery tour guides’ competency include human relationship, 

knowledge, guiding, and problem solving. Thus, these competency should be 

developed for international accepted standard.  

From an interview with the tourists and the stakeholders, it can be concluded 

that expectations of competency of monastery tour guides include human relationship, 

knowledge, guiding, and problem solving. All of which are important for further 

development. 

 
5.3 The monastery tour guides’ competency and ability which should 

developed and recommendations and guidelines for competency and 

ability development in monastery tour guides. 
 

5.3.1 The monastery tour guides’ competency and ability which should 

developed 

 
From an interview with the tourists and stakeholders, competency to be 

developed in monastery tour guides include; 

1. Human relationship: tour guides should be joyful, be generous, 

have good personality and proper dressing.  Ethics of being good tour guide should be 

implanted in themselves. This can be done via trainings and penalty / rewards system.  

Listed of complained tour guides should be established. Tour guides should be willing 

to improved and adjusted themselves at all time. 

2. Knowledge:  tour guides should be well-rounded. They should 

have their in-depth knowledge in monastery tour. They should employ their 

information to create benefits and impression on the tourists’ side. Curriculum 

training courses should be provided, especially via the coordination with temple 

officers. These included tour places, rules and regulations, etc. There should be an 

inspiration for tour guides to update their knowledge upon their license renewal 

process. 

3. Guiding:  tour guides should entertain the tourists during the tour 

for good touring atmosphere. Besides the training, experience-sharing among tour 
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guides themselves should be employed in order to heighten tour guides’ entertaining 

competency. On foreign language proficiency, there should be more language training 

in order to serve Asian tourists. The ownership of language program should be 

conducted by Ministry of Tourism and Sports as well as Tourism Authority of 

Thailand.   

4. Problem solving: tour guides should be able to arrange their 

thoughts in a systematic manner. They should be prudent in emergency case. There 

should be simulation course for problem solution for tour guides. Sharing of 

information among tour guides should also be encouraged.   

 
5.3.2 Recommendations and guidelines for competency and ability 

development in monastery tour guides 

 
In developing monastery tour guides’ competency and ability need 

coordination from various parties, both from public and private sectors relevant to 

tourism business, as follows; 

1. Tour guides 

The development of tour guides’ competency should be in a 

holistic manner. New and local tour guides should be developed to work well with 

temple officers. 

2. Relevant units 

Relevant units in public sectors are Ministry of Tourism 

and Sports, Tourism Authority of Thailand, educational institutes, and BMA Tour 

Center. They should have adequate budget on a continuing basis to arrange for 

training courses for tour guides more. They should issue rules and regulations to 

control the quality and the standard of the tour guides with strict compliance. There 

should be promotion and support of culture tourism. This can be done by adding more 

public relation activities and by improving the physicality of temples for more beauty 

and tidiness. Scope of accountability and ethics of monastery tour guides should be 

set. There should be measurement in quality and competency appraisal on a periodical 

basis. There should be rewards for good tour guides for best practice and for 

inspiration for one’s self-development. Educational institutes should hold practical 
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training courses for good basic qualification of tour guides and for monastery tour 

guides. There should be networks of monastery tour guides as well. In fact, training 

for temple officers should also be considered in order to serve the work with the 

monastery tour guides. 

3. Temple (tour place) 

Tour guides’ competency can be developed by having basic 

information provision. Temple information can be in form of books, documents, and 

brochures both in Thai and foreign languages. In addition, temples should promote the 

training for quality of monastery tour guides in special. Temples can coordinate with 

related official units to train on foreign languages for monks, novice, temple officers, 

as well as for local tour guides.   

4. Private sector 

Private sector include tour agencies and professional tour 

guide association who play the role in developing monastery tour guides by setting 

the standard in employing monastery tour guides, in compensation scheme for 

monastery tour guides, in arousing tour guides’ interest in self-learning, as well as 

creating the database of tour guides in employment process. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 

This study aimed to explore the international tourists’ and stakeholders’ 

expectations of competency and ability of monastery tour guides by having the 

following objectives; First, To study international tourists’ expectation of the 

competency and ability of the monastery tour guides and the opinion on the real 

competency and ability of the monastery tour guides in the present time. Second, To 

study stakeholders’ expectation of the competency and ability of the monastery tour 

guides and the opinion on the real competency and ability of the monastery tour 

guides in the present time. And finally, To study the monastery tour guides’ 

competency and ability which should be developed and the guidelines of suitably 

developing the competency and ability of the monastery tour guides. Sample groups 

were international  tourist in the Asian region, who visited the monasteries in 

Bangkok such as Wat Benchamabopitr Dusitvanarm (Marble Temple), Wat 

Arunrajawararam Rajwaramahaviharn (Temple of Dawn), Wat Phra Chetuphon-

Vimolmangklararm Rajwaramahaviharn (Wat Pho), and Wat Phrasrirattana 

Sasadaram (the Temple of the Emerald Buddha) and stakeholders. The researcher 

used the questionnaire for 100 international tourists, and the interview guide for 15 

stakeholders who were tourism business operates, officers of the monasteries, and 

tourism experts. The study of this part involved the conclusion of research results and 

recommendations.  

 
6.1 Summary of the study 

 
The researcher concluded the research results of international tourists’ and 

stakeholders’ expectations of competency and ability of monastery tour guides into 3 

issues as follows;  
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1. Tourists’ expectations of competency and ability of monastery 

tour guides and opinion on the monastery tour guides’ real competency and ability in 

the present time. 

2. Stakeholders’ expectations of competency and ability of 

monastery tour guides and opinion on the monastery tour guides’ real competency and 

ability in the present time. 

3. The monastery tour guides’ competency and ability which 

should be developed and guidelines of suitably developing the competency and ability 

of monastery tour guides. 

 
6.1.1 Tourists’ expectations of competency and ability of monastery tour 

guides and opinion on the monastery tour guides’ real competency and ability in 

the present time 

 
The research results found that most tourists had greatest 

expectations of the monastery tour guides’ competency and ability of human relation, 

knowledge, guiding, and problem solving. While, tourists had great expectations at 

the monastery tour guides’ competency and ability of human relationship (in the 

issues of cheerful), competency and ability of knowledge of the monasteries, the 

locality and Thai identity (in the issues of ancient places and ancient objects, local 

literature, respectively), guiding competency and ability for suitability of the 

monastery tour management (in the issues of the using time for the monastery tour 

management, creating atmosphere and stimulating interest, giving services and 

convenience), and competency and ability of problem solving (in the issue of first-

aids). These were consistent with the monastery tour guides’ real competency and 

ability in 4 aspect in the present time, which were in the great level. 

 
6.1.2 Stakeholders’ expectations of competency and ability of monastery 

tour guides and opinion on the monastery tour guides’ real competency and 

ability in the present time 

 
The research results found that most stakeholders had greatest 

expectations of the monastery tour guides’ competency and ability of human 
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relationship, knowledge, guiding, and problem solving because the monastery tour 

guides were like the cultural envoy. While, the sample group had the real competency 

and ability in the present time in the great level. As for the competency and abilty of 

human relationship, the monastery tour guides were joyful and courteously. They 

suitably dressed by respecting the tourist sites and service users who were tourists 

visiting the monasteries. As for the competency and ability of knowledge, some 

monastery tour guides gave incorrect information. As for guiding competency and 

ability, the sample group thought that most monastery tour guides well gave services 

and convinience to tourists. As Thai people had good human relationship, most 

monastery tour guides loved the service work. Tourist guides for some foreign 

languages were insufficienct for number of tourists visiting the monasteries. 

Monastery tour guides who had few working experiences mostly faced the problem of 

analysing tourists’ basic needs which determined the information which tourists 

should receive. Therefore, tourists did not sufficiently receive the benefits from their 

travel. As for the competency and ability of proble-solving, most monastery tour 

guides who considerably had guiding experience could prepare to face the problems 

which might occur. They could control the situation when the problems occurred. And 

they could solve the instant problems better than new tourist guides. 

 

As for the information deriving from interviewing tourists and stakeholders, 

the researcher could conclude the research results as follows; The sample groups had 

expectations of the monastery tour guides’ competency and ability of human 

relationship, knowledge, guiding, and problem solving. The researcher could 

conclude the information deriving from 2 sample groups as follows; the sample 

groups had similar expectations of the monastery tour guides’ 4 aspect competency 

and ability. Their expectations of the competency and ability of the monastery tour 

guide were higher than the monastery tour guides’ real competency and ability in 

every aspect in the present time.   
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6.1.3 The monastery tour guides’ competency and ability which should 

be developed and guidelines of suitably developing the competency and ability of 

monastery tour guides 

 
6.1.3.1 The monastery tour guides’ competency and ability 

which should be developed 

 
As for the study of expectations of tourists and stakeholders 

and the monastery tour guides’ real competency and ability in the present time, the 

researcher found that the monastery tour guides should develop and improve 4 aspect 

competency and ability as follows; The monastery tour guides should be joyful and 

courteously. They should have hospitality and good personality. They should suitably 

dress. These are the monastery tour guides’ abilities of human relationship which will 

impress tourists during the travel. The monastery tour guides should have general 

knowledge and detailed knowledge of the monastery tour so that they can use such 

information in various opportunities. These are the monastery tour guides’ 

competency and ability of knowledge. The monastery tour guides should clearly 

speak (tone and rhythm). They should have ability to use their language, foreign 

languages, and Buddhist vocabularies so that they can communicate with tourists. 

They should make tourists receive pleasure during the visit to the monasteries. They 

should create familiarily among tourists. These are guiding competency and ability of 

the monastery tour guides. The monastery tour guides should have ability to organize 

their thinking system so that they can prudently consider various problems and timely 

solve the problems of the tourism. This is the monastery tour guides’ problem solving 

competency and ability which should be developed. 4 aspect competency and ability 

of the monastery tour guides are eqaully important and are basic competency and 

ability which the monastery tour guides should have. If the monastery tour guides lack 

any competency and ability, they will not have enough quality to lead tourists to visit 

the monasteries. Therefore, 4 aspect competency and ability of the monastery tour 

guides should be encouraged and developed. 
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6.1.3.2 Recommendations of guidelines of developing the 

competency and ability of the monastery tour guides 

 
The government sector, the private sector involving the 

tourism business, and the monastery tour guides should cooperate to develop the 

competency and ability of the monastery tour guides so that they can efficiently 

develop the monastery tour guides’ various competency and ability. 

Recommendations and guidelines for developing the competency and ability of the 

monastery tour guides are as follows; As for the competency and ability of human 

relationship, the related agency should instill professional conscience, and code of 

conduct to the monastery tour guides by providing various training. They may 

determine penalty to the tourist guides who do wrong by examining behavior of some 

tourist guides who used to be complained by tourists. Importantly, the tourist guides 

must always be enthusiastic to improve themselves when they receive advice and are 

informed by tourists. If the related agency can implement such guideline, they can 

develop the monastery tour guides’ competency and ability of human relationship. As 

for the competency and ability of knowledge, officers of Tourism Authority of 

Thailand or officers who coordinate with the monasteries should provide the training 

of the background and significance of tourist attractions and interesting places of the 

monasteries and regulations. The related agency should issue strict measures in order 

to stimulate the tourist guides to seek knowledge at all times. They should issue more 

law or regulations for the tourist guides to receive more training of theoretical and 

prectical knowledge before the renewal of the license. The monastery tour guides 

should always develop themselves by seeking knowledge from various media. As for 

the guiding competency and ability, the related agency should provide more 

curriculum by emphasising on the job training so that the monastery tour guides can 

increasingly practice and develop expertise. The related agency should provide 

exchange of knowledge and experience among the monastery tour guides so that the 

monastery tour guides can learn various methods of other tourist guides and suitably 

apply such methods. As for the monastery tour guides for some foreign  languages, 

the related agency should provide more training of those foreign languages for 

carrying Asian tourists. Sport and Tourism Ministry, Tourism Authority of Thailand, 
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and the educational institutes should cooperate to provide more curriculums of foreign 

languages for producing more tourist guides who have ability of foreign languages. 

This will meet the policy of the government for opening the tourism market in the 

Asian region. As for the competency and ability of problem solving, the related 

agency should provide more curriculum by emphasising on the job training and 

creating various situations which may occur while the monastery tour guides are 

performing guiding duties. The related agency should provide exchange of knowledge 

and experience among the monastery tour guides so that the monastery tour guides 

can learn various methods of other tourist guides and suitably apply such methods. If 

the related agency can implement such guigelines, they can develop the monastery 

tour guides’ competency and ability of problem solving to have more efficiency. 

 
6.2 Recommendations for further study 
 

This study had some weak points, so the researcher recommends for further 

study as follows; 

 6.2.1 As this research has limitation in duration for data collection 

and limitation in languages of the sample groups who are tourists, the researcher  

received small-sized sample groups. As for the further research, interested people 

should study the bigger-sized sample groups and design the questionnaire to be 

suitable for such sample groups. 

 6.2.2 Further research should be conduct in other province such as 

the provinces which are cultural tourist attractions. The study in different areas may 

cause difference in the sample groups’ expectations and the monastery tour guides’ 

competency and ability level. 

 6.2.3 Further research should be conduct to study expectations in 

other tourists such as Thai tourists’ or Western tourists’ expectation of the 

competency and ability of the monastery tour guides and their opinion on the 

monastery tour guides’ real competency and ability in the present time. Tourists’ 

different basic factors may cause different expectations of the monastery tour guides’ 

competency and ability. 
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 6.2.4 Further research should study factors which affect, 

development of the monastery tour guides’ real competency and ability in the present 

time such as the problem of the illegal tourist guides, the problem of Sitting Guide, 

the problem of the educational institutes which provide the tourist guide training 

curriculum for business purpose, and the problem of the competition of tourism 

business. These are important factors which affect the monastery tour guides’ 

competency and ability level. Apart from internal factors which affect the competency 

and ability of the tourist guides, these problems are important factors during the 

period of the economic condition with high competition. 
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Questionnaire 

International Tourists and Stakeholders’ Expectations  

of Competency and Ability of  

Monastery Tour Guides 

 
Direction 

 
 This questionnaire is a part of the thesis on “International Tourists and 

Stakeholders’ expectations of Competency and Ability of Monastery Tour Guides”, 

which is a part of the study in the master degree in the field of Population Education, 

Education Department, Faculty of Social Sciences and Humanities, Mahidol 

University. The objectives of such thesis are to study international tourists and 

stakeholders’ expectations and real competency and ability of monastery tour guides 

in the present time for use the basic information for developing competency and 

ability of monastery tour guides to have quality. Moreover, the researcher wants to 

find methods for use in suitably developing the competency and ability of the 

monastery tour guides. Therefore, the researcher would like you to please give the 

realest information. The obtained information will be evaluated for use in the research 

only. And the researcher does certify that the obtained information will be 

confidentially kept. 

 The researcher would like to thank all of you for your good cooperation in this 

matter. 

 
     Mr. Patarapol Aisi 

     A graduate student for the master degree in  

     Population Education, Faculty of Social 

     Sciences and Humanities, Mahidol University 

     Tel. 0-2357-1411, Mobile Phone 0-1923-1356 

Conditions for interviewing or collecting data 

1. The researcher specifically interviews Asian tourists, 

2. Interviewees have to be monastery tourists who are guided by the licensed tour 

guides only. 
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Questionnaire for International Tourists 

Subject: International Tourists and Stakeholders’ Expectations of Competency 

and Ability of Monastery Tour Guides. 

 
The questionnaire totally has 3 parts. (Please answer every article.) 

Part1 Basic information on respondents  

 
Explanation Please mark / in  and fill your real information in the blank. 

1. Sex   1. Male    2. Female 

2. Age…………………. Years old  Religion………………………………... 

3. Nationality………………………………….. 

    Race…………………………………… 

4. Marital status 

  1. Single     2. Married 

  3. Widowed    4. Divorced/ Separated  

5. Highest educational level 

  1. Primary education   2. Secondary education  

  3. Vocational education/ Diploma   4. Bachelor degree 

  5. Higher than Bachelor degree  6. Others (Please specify)…………... 

 ………………………………............                                

6. Your present occupation 

  1. Official/ Staff in state enterprise  2. Private business 

  3. Staff in private companies   4. Hireling 

  5. Housewife     6. Student 

  7. Retired      8. Others (Please specify)…… 

 ……………………………………… 

7. Your net income (US. Dollar) $ ……………………… Per Year   

8. Did you use to visit monasteries in Thailand? 

  1. Yes     2. No (Please skip to Article 11.) 

9. If  yes, did you visit monasteries with the tour guides?  

  1. Yes     2. No 
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10. How do you feel about your past visit to Thai monasteries? 

  1. Very Good. 

Because……………………………………………………………… 

  2. Good.     

Because……………………………………………………………… 

  3. Fair    

Because………………………………………………………………   

  4. Bad    

Because……………………………………………………………… 

11. Characteristics of your visit to Thailand 

  1. Visit alone   2. Visit with family 

  3. Visit with friends  4. Visit with the organization/ company  

  5. Others (Please specify)……………………………………………… 

 
Part2 Questionnaire on real competence and performance of monastery tour 

guides in the present condition and tourists’ expectation toward competency and 

performance of the monastery tour guides. 

 
Explanation Please mark / in the suitable   

 Present condition means ability level of the monastery tour guides in 4 aspects 

found from your visit to the monasteries such as 1. ability on human relationship                

2. ability on knowledge 3. guiding ability 4. problem-solving ability which are 

evaluated by respondents by having the following criteria; 

 4 means greatest ability  3 means great ability 

 2 means little ability   1 means least ability 

 
 Expectation means tourists’ need for various abilities of monastery tour guides 

in Thailand such as 1. ability on human relationship 2. ability on knowledge                       

3. guiding ability 4. problem-solving ability which are evaluated by respondents                     

by having the following criteria; 

 4 means greatest need   3 means great need 

 2 means little need   1 means least need 
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Present ability 
level 

Desired 
expectation level Items 

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
1) Competency and ability on human relationship 
1. Joyful         
2. Courteously         
3. Generously         
4. Tactful         
2) Competency and ability on knowledge 
   A. Knowledge on monasteries (Tourist attractions which are visited)  
1. Background         
2. Paintings and architecture         
3. Ancient places and ancient objects in the 
monasteries 

        

4. Symbol of the visited         
   B. Knowledge on locality and state of being Thai 
1. Local literature         
2. Culture / custom / tradition         
3. Food          
4. Belief in Buddhism         
5. Other knowledge         
3) Competency and ability on the monastery guiding 
   A. Having oratory  
1. Tone and rhythm         
2. Level of language in use         
3. Correctly using language and clearly 
communicating  

        

4. Being able to listen and understand foreign 
languages 

        

   B. Suitability for monastery guiding 
1. Using time for the monastery tour 
management 

        

2. Creating atmosphere and stimulating 
interest                 

        

3. Giving services and conveniences         
4) Competency and ability on problem - solving 
1. First aids         
2. Intelligence         
3. Good coordination and preparation         
4. Controlling the situation         
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Part3 Your recommendations which are important for development of 
competency and ability of monastery tour guides.  
 
Explanation Please fill your real information in the blank. 

How can these organizations help develop the competency and ability of monastery 

tour guides? 

 1) Government..........................................................................................................................................................  

....................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

 2) Monasteries........................................................................................................................................................... 

....................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

 3) Educational institutions............................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

 4) Tour companies................................................................................................................................................ 

..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

 5) Tourists................................................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

 
 

Thank you for your cooperation 

In answering the questionnaire. 
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Questions for interviewing stakeholders 
 

Subject: International Tourists and Stakeholders’ Expectations of Competency 

and Ability of Monastery Tour Guides 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
The interview form totally has 1 part; 

 
Questions for interviewing (Please answer every article.) 

1. What do you think about the monastery tour guides in the present time? 

 
2. In your opinion, what problems do the monastery tour guides face? 

 
3. In your opinion, how does your agency develop and improve the 

monastery tour guides? 

 
4. In your opinion, how should the following organizations develop and 

improve the monastery tour guides? 

- Government / Tourism Authority of Thailand 

- Monasteries 

- Educational institutions 

- Tour companies 

 
5. In your opinion, what qualifications should the monastery tour guides 

have? 
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โครงการฝกอบรมเชิงปฏิบัติการเพื่อการนําเที่ยววัดพุทธศาสนาในเขตกรุงเทพมหานคร 
 
หลักการและเหตุผล 
 ในการดําเนินกิจกรรมเกี่ยวกับการทองเที่ยว บุคคลผูมีบทบาทสําคัญที่จะเปนผูนําชมและ
ใหความรู ตลอดจนดําเนินกิจกรรมตาง ๆ  ที่ เกี่ยวกับการทองเที่ยวใหสําเร็จลุลวงไปอยางมี         
ประสิทธิภาพและประสิทธิผลก็คือ มัคคุเทศก (Guide) เพราะมัคคุเทศกคือ ผูทําหนาที่นําชมสถานที่
ทองเที่ยว ใหความรู ความสนุกสนานแกนักทองเที่ยว ควบคุมสถานการณตาง ๆ และเปนผูประสาน
ระหวางนักทองเที่ยวกับเจาของกิจการสถานที่ทองเที่ยว 
 วัด เปนสถานที่ทองเที่ยวประเภทประวัติศาสตรโบราณสถานที่สําคัญประเภทหนึ่งที่มี    
นักทองเที่ยวนิยมมาทองเที่ยวและศึกษาหาความรู โดยเฉพาะดานประวัติศาสตรความเปนมา     
ศิลปวัฒนธรรม ประเพณีที่เกี่ยวเนื่องกับวัด บุคคลที่อยูใกลชิดกับวัดมากที่สุด คือ พระภิกษุสงฆที่
ประจําอยูวัดนั้น ๆ รวมทั้งบุคลากรที่เกี่ยวของกับวัดที่เปนแหลงทองเที่ยว เชน เด็กวัดและมรรค
ทายก เปนตน ซึ่งจะตองเปนผูที่ใหขอมูลตาง ๆ ของวัดไดชัดเจนที่สุด และตองมีความรูความเขาใจ
เกี่ยวกับบทบาทของพระสงฆและวัดในขอบเขตที่เหมาะสม ในการใหคําแนะนําตาง ๆ และการนํา
ชมวัด ในฐานะเปนมัคคุเทศกประจําวัด ดังนั้น ผูที่ทําหนาที่มัคคุเทศกจึงตองเรียนรูและเขาใจ ถึง 
บทบาทหนาที่ ความรับผิดชอบของตนเอง รวมทั้งตระหนักถึงมารยาทและวัฒนธรรมไทยในการ
ทองเที่ยววัดเปนสําคัญ การที่มัคคุเทศก พระภิกษุสงฆ และบุคลากรที่เกี่ยวของกับวัดมีความรูความ
เขาใจเกี่ยวกับการนําชมวัดที่ถูกตองและเหมาะสมนั้น จะสามารถเปนกําลังสําคัญในการเผยแพร
และสืบสานศิลปวัฒนธรรม  ใหเปนที่ รูจักแกชาวตางประเทศและเปนการอนุรักษมรดกอัน          
ทรงคุณคาสืบตอไปดวย  
 
วัตถุประสงค 
 1. เพื่อใหมัคคุเทศก พระภิกษุสงฆและบุคลากรที่เกี่ยวของกับการทองเที่ยววัดเกิดความรู 
ความเขาใจ และตระหนักในคุณคาความสําคัญของวัดในเขตกรุงเทพมหานคร 
 2. เพื่อใหมัคคุเทศก พระภิกษุสงฆและบุคลากรที่เกี่ยวของกับการทองเที่ยววัดนําความรูที่
ได รับไปถายทอดใหแกนักทองเที่ยว ได เขาใจและตระหนักถึงมารยาทและวัฒนธรรมใน                     
การทองเที่ยววัด 
 3. เพ่ือใหมัคคุเทศก พระภิกษุสงฆและบุคลากรที่เกี่ยวของกับการทองเที่ยววัดสามารถ             
นํานักทองเที่ยวเที่ยวชมวัดไดอยางถูกตองและเหมาะสม 
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 4. เพื่อใหมัคคุ เทศก พระภิกษุสงฆและบุคลากรที่ เกี่ยวของกับการทองเที่ยววัดเกิด                 
ความตระหนักในการที่จะอนุรักษ และพัฒนาสืบสานวัฒนธรรมไทยในลําดับตอไป 
 
กลุมเปาหมาย 

1. ผูประกอบอาชีพมัคคุเทศก จํานวน 50 คน 
2. พระภิกษุสงฆ จํานวน 30 รูป 
3. บุคลากรที่เกี่ยวของกับวัด จํานวน 20 คน 

 
คุณสมบัติของผูเขารับการอบรม 
 มัคคุเทศก  
  1. ผานการฝกอบรมหลักสูตรวิชามัคคุเทศกที่การทองเที่ยวแหงประเทศไทย                
      ใหการรับรอง และมีใบอนุญาตเปนมัคคุเทศก  
  2. สามารถใชภาษาอังกฤษในการติดตอสื่อสารได 
 พระภิกษุสงฆและบุคลากรที่เกี่ยวของกับวัด 
  1. สําเร็จการศึกษาระดับมัธยมศึกษาตอนตน หรือเทียบเทา 
  2. มีพ้ืนฐานความรูทางดานภาษาอังกฤษ หรือมีความสามารถทางภาษาอังกฤษใน
       การติดตอสื่อสารได 
  3. เปนผูใกลชิดและปฏิบัติกิจกรรมตาง ๆ อันเกี่ยวเนื่องกับวัดเปนประจํา 
 
หัวขอการฝกอบรม 

1. การจัดการแหลงทองเที่ยวเชิงวัฒนธรรม เชน วัด โบราณสถาน ฯลฯ 
2. การใหความรู พ้ืนฐานเกี่ยวกับวัด  ศิลปวัฒนธรรม  และขนบธรรเนียมประเพณี                        

ที่เกี่ยวของกับวัด 
3. เทคนิคการนํานักทองเที่ยวชมวัดและแนวทางการปฏิบัติตนในการทองเที่ยววัด             

อยางเหมาะสม 
4. การใหความรูพ้ืนฐานทางภาษาตางประเทศที่เกี่ยวกับการใหคําแนะนําการปฏิบัติตน

ในการเที่ยววัด ตลอดจนศัพทเฉพาะทางพุทธศาสนา 
5. ปญหาและแนวทางแกไขเกี่ยวกับการทองเที่ยววัด 
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วิธีการดําเนินงาน 
1. การบรรยาย 
2. การระดมสมอง เพื่อสรุปปญหาและหาแนวทางแกไขปญหาเกี่ยวกับการทองเที่ยววัด 
3. การทัศนศึกษา โดยผานการจัดนําชมวัดตาง ๆ ในกรุงเทพมหานครอยางถูกตอง รวมถึง

การสรางบรรยากาศและเทคนิคในการนําชม 
4. การปฏิบัติการภาคสนาม 
 หลังผานการฝกอบรมตลอดหลักสูตรและผานการทดสอบความรูตามเกณฑ
ประเมินผลที่หนวยงานรับผิดชอบแลว ผูเขารับการอบรมจะไดรับวุฒิบัตรเปนการรับรอง 

 
ระยะเวลาในการดําเนินงาน 
 จัดฝกอบรมเชิงปฏิบัติการ 3 - 4 เดือน ตอ ครั้ง 
 
สถานที่การดําเนินงาน 
 จัดฝกอบรมตามสถานที่ตาง ๆ ในกรุงเทพมหานคร อาทิเชน สถาบันการศึกษา วัดที่                    
เปนแหลงทองเที่ยวในกรุงเทพมหานคร 
 
ผลท่ีคาดวาจะไดรับ 
 มัคคุเทศก พระภิกษุสงฆและบุคลากรที่เกี่ยวของกับการทองเที่ยววัดที่ผานการฝกอบรมจะ
ไดรับความรู ความเขาใจที่ถูกตองเกี่ยวกับการนําชมวัด และสามารถนําความรูที่ไดรับไปสู                    
การปฏิบัติไดอยางเหมาะสม 
 
ผูรับผิดชอบโครงการ 
 กระทรวงการทองเที่ยวและกีฬา รวมกับ กระทรวงวัฒนธรรม และสํานักพระพุทธศาสนา  
  
งบประมาณดําเนินการ 
 จากกระทรวงการทองเที่ยวและกีฬา กระทรวงวัฒนธรรม และหนวยงานที่เกี่ยวของทั้ง   
ภาครัฐและเอกชน 
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 โครงการดังกลาวนี้เปนโครงการที่ผูวิจัยเสนอขึ้นมา จากสภาพปญหาของการทองเที่ยววัด
ในปจจุบันที่เกิดขึ้นจากทักษะของมัคคุเทศกนําเที่ยววัด ซึ่งสวนใหญจะเปนเรื่องของความไมรู              
ในขอมูลเชิงลึกบางประการ และความไมเขาใจในขนบธรรมเนียมประเพณีวัฒนธรรมในการ    
ทองเที่ยววัด รวมถึงการจัดการนําเที่ยววัด และการหาวิธีในการแกไขปญหาโดยใชทั้งภาคทฤษฎี
และภาคปฏิบัติผสมผสานกัน ซึ่งผูวิจัยเห็นวาปญหาดังกลาวสามารถใชตัวกลาง คือ มัคคุเทศก หรือ
พระภิกษุสงฆ และบุคลากรที่เกี่ยวของกับวัดโดยตรงเปนผูชวยถายทอดความรูความเขาใจและ  
แนวทางการปฏิบัติตนที่ถูกตองเปนแบบอยางที่ดีแกนักทองเที่ยวได ดังนั้นจึงเสนอโครงการ        
ฝกอบรมเชิงปฏิบัติการเพื่อการนําเที่ยววัดพุทธศาสนาในเขตกรุงเทพมหานคร ซึ่งผูวิจัยคาดหวังวา
โครงการดังกลาวจะสามารถขยายผลไปสูกิจกรรมทองเที่ยวในรูปแบบอื่น ๆ ไดตามลําดับ 
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The Monastery 
 
 
1. Wat Benchamabopitr Dusitvanaram (Marble Temple) 

 
 Wat Benchamabopitr Dusitvanaram (simply called Wat Benchamabopitr) or 

“The Marble Temple” as known to foreigners is most satisfactory architecturally with 

its symmetry and lovely proportions. The Uposatha Hall (Bot or Ordination Hall) was 

constructed from Carrara marble from Italy and showing distinct European neo-

classical influence. It was designed by H.R.H. Prince Narisranuvattivongse, half 

brother to King Chulalongkorn, Rama V, and has been reckoned for its architectural 

and decorative arts of finest Thai craftsmanship, say, second to none in the world. It 

attracts the interest of tourists throughout the world to come to visit with a large 

number each year. 

 Wat Benchamabopitr is a royal monastry belonging to first class ranking of 

Rajavaravihara. It covers the area of about 12 acres, locating in Dusit District of 

central Bangkok with just a distance of five to ten minute-walking to H.M. the King’s 

Chitralada Palace in the northeast, Dusit Palace and the Parliament House in the 

northwest, and the Government House in the south. The four main roads passing 

nearby the temple are the Rama V Road in the east, Sri Ayudhya Road in the north, 

Rajadamnuennok Avenue in the west, and Phitsanulok Road in the south. Wat 

Benchamabopitr was founded by King Chulalongkorn, Rama V of the Chakri 

Dynasty, on 1 March 1900 (counted as Thai 1899). The layout was very well-planned 

and demarcated by Buddha quarter (Buddhavas like the Uposatha Hall, etc.), monk 

living quarter (Sanghavas like the monk cells, schools, etc.), and lay helper living 

quarter outside the southern fence. 

 Wat Benchamabopitr was built on the site of an old temple which was at 

different times called Wat Laem or Wat Saithong of which the origin was not known. 

In the reign of King Rama III, its name was firstly mentioned in Thai history that in 

1826 Prince Anuvong of Vientiane, Kingdom of Laos at that time, revolted against 

Thai Kingdom and moved his troops through northeastern Thailand until to Khorat 

plateau to attack Bangkok capital. 
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 King Rama III had ordered to call up armies vigorously and sent three 

organized fighting forces to defeat Laotiane troops at the Bhogabhubendra, a son of 

King Rama II as chief commander to organize the army to defend Bangkok. The site 

of Wat Laem or Wat Saithoug was the headquarters of the chief commander of the 

central armies. 

 Within a few days, Anuvong’s troops were defeated at the Khorat plateau 

before marching down to Bangkok. After the war, in gratitude to the temple, Prince 

Bibidh Bhogabhubendra together with his full four brothers and sisters had restored 

this temple and erected five pagodas (chedi) in row in front of the temple in 1827. 

 In the reign of King Mongkut, Rama IV, the King was pleased to rename the 

temple “Wat Benchamabopitr” meaning the temple of the five princes and princesses. 

 
2. Wat Phra Chetuphon-Vimolmangklararm Rajwaramahaviharn (Wat Pho) 

 
 Wat Pho, the official name being Wat Phra Chetuphon Vimolmangklararm 

Rajwaramahaviharn, is a first grade royal monastery, regarded as the most important 

one during the reign of King Rama I of the Chakri Dynasty. The importance of this is 

due to the King having managed the restoration of Wat Phodharam, an old monastery 

from the Ayudhya period, and had it re-established as a royal monastery located near 

the Grand Palace. Some ashes of King Rama I were also kept under the pedestal of 

the principal Buddha image known as Phra Buddha Deva Patimakorn in the main 

chapel. 

 The monastery is located on an area of 20 acres to the south of the Grand 

Palace, with Thai Wang road in the north, Sanam Chai road in the east, Setthakan 

road in the south and Maharat road in the west. Separated by a tall white wall on 

Chetuphon road, the monastery has two main quarter : the sacred (or a chapel section 

= Buddhavas) and the residential (or the monk’s living section = Sangghavas). 

 It is said in a stone inscription that, after moving to the Grand Palace, King 

Phra Buddha Yod Fa The Great (King Rama I) recognized that there were 2 old 

temples along both sides of the Grand Palace : Wat Salak (Wat Mahatart) in the north, 

and Wat Phodharam in the south. He ordered his noblemen from the department of 

the Ten Crafts to restore Wat Phodharam in 1788. This first restoration took 7 years 5 
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months and 28 days. Then there was a celebration in 1801 and the King named it 

“Wat Phra Chetuphon Vimolmangklavas”, which was changed to “Wat Phra 

Chetuphon Vimolmangklararm” during the reign of King Rama IV. 

 The great restoration, having taken 16 years and 7 months, was don during the 

reign of King Rama III, by extending both the South Vihara and West Vihara where 

the large reclining Buddha image is kept, the Missakawan Park, Phra Mondob 

(Library Hall) and teaching - learning hall as they are today. Although there was 

another restoration before the Bangkok Bicentennial Celebration in 1982, no more 

other major work has been done on the monastery, except for some minor repairs. 

 From the bypaths of history in the great restoration during King Rama I and 

King Rama III, it is said that all best craftsmen from the Royal Palace, outside the 

palace, all art work specialists, and the monks devoted themselves in creating this 

elaborately decorated monastery. This was done to fulfill the King’s ambition of using 

this Wat as the centre of Thai arts and knowledge, where descendants can study 

indefinitely. 

 In “The Ubosot of Wat Pho” book, Chakrabhand Posayakrit who is a famous 

artist of Thailand said on October 10, 1999 “The fine arts in Wat Pho are a bounteous 

wealth of knowledge. These enormously valuable resources can stimulate and 

enhance youthful enthusiasm for attaining artistic excellence and distinction.” 

 
3. Wat Arunrajawararam Rajwaramahaviharn (Temple of Dawn) 

 
 During the golden era of Ayutthaya, then the flourishing capital of the country, 

sea-faring vessels flying the flag of various nations sailing up and down the "river of 

Kings" would make a stop at this junction of the Chao Phraya River known as 

Thonburi to obtain supplies and provisions which were in abundant supply in this 

vicinity. The sailors would stop in front of the old temple formerly known as Wat 

Makok (wad ma-gorg) or Wat Makok Nok (wad ma-gorg-norg).  

 It is said that the royal fleet of King Taksin (reading pra-jao targ-sin), the 

founder of the former capital of Thonburi, arrived at Wat Makok Nok precisely at 

dawn which he deemed auspicious. He stopped his vessel and disembarked to pay 
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homage to the Holy Relic inside the pagoda. Thus the temple was subsequently 

referred to as Wat Chaeng (wad jaeng) the temple of dawn. 

 When King Taksin established Thonburi as the capital of the new kingdom, 

Wat Chaeng was designated a royal temple within the grand palace and became the 

seat of the statue of the Emerald Buddha. Later King Rama II restored the temple to 

its former glory and changed its name to Wat Arun Rachatharam. With a keen eye for 

art and architecture, the next king, King Rama III, the restoration of the temple 

structure was completed with the adornment of small pieces of fine china glinting in 

the sun. The name of the temple was changed once again to Wat Arun Ratchavararam 

(wad a-run rad-cha-wa-ra-rarm).  

 
4. Wat Phrasrirattana Sasadaram (the Temple of the Emerald Buddha). 

 
 The tradition of constructing a Buddhist temple in the precincts of the Royal 

Palace has existed in Thailand since the Sukhothai period (l240 - 1438 A.D.). When 

King Rama I (1782-1809) of Bangkok established the city of Bangkok, or 

Ratanakosin, as his capital in 1782 A.D., he had the Temple of the Emerald Buddha 

constructed in the eastern section of the Royal Palace in order to install the Emerald 

Buddha, which he had obtained from the city of Vientiane in Laos. The construction 

took two years to finish and the famous image was transferred from Thonburi to the 

present site in 1784.  

 The construction of the Temple of the Emerald Buddha in the First Reign can 

be divided into two periods. During the first the boundaries of the Temple on the 

north and the cast were even more limiting than at the present time. The temple 

compound was enclosed by galleries, and in the south was built the ubosoth 

enshrining the Emerald Buddha as its main image. Other construction, as we shall see, 

was to follow.  

 The Emerald Buddha, thought to be Lanna in style, sits atop an ornate gilded 

altar inside the 'bot' or royal chapel. The image wears three different costumes 

depending on the season: a crown and jewelry in the hot season; a golden shawl in 

winter; and a gilt robe and headdress in the rains. Each change of costume is presided 

over by the reigning monarch. 
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 The inside walls of the chapel are covered in mural paintings depicting the 

Buddhist cosmology, the Buddha subduing the Mara (demon of desire), and jatakas-

scenes from the daily life of the Buddha. The chapel's door panels are inlaid with 

mother-of-pearl illustrating scenes from the epic Ramakien.  

 On the upper terrace of the compound are three more sacred buildings. The 

Royal Pantheon, surrounded by gilded male and female 'kinaree' (half-human figures), 

houses statues of past sovereigns of the ruling dynasty. This building is only open to 

the public on Chakri Day.  

 The huge golden pagoda of Phrasirattana Chedi enshrines a fragment of the 

Buddha's breastbone. The reliquary was originally built during the reign of King 

Rama IV, while the golden tiles on the exterior were added during King Rama V's 

reign. 

 The magnificent Phra Mondop is used as a library to house Buddhist 

scriptures. Built by King Rama I, this building is closed to the public. The nearby 

model of Angkor Wat was donated during the reign of King Mongkut. 

 Galleries demarcating the entire compound feature murals depicting the story 

of the Ramakien. The 178 panels were painted at the end of the 18th century but have 

since been restored many times.  
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